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Chapter 1: Literature Review 
Introduction 
Currently, there is very little data in the literature on the heat transfer of CO2 during condensation. There 
are, however, several reports on the evaporation of CO2, which indicates that CO2 may be a promising refrigerant. 
For example, Koyama et Al. [7] showed relatively high in-tube heat transfer coefficients for CO2 at around 5 °C in a 
1.8 mm tube. Høgaard Knudsen and Jensen [6] reported heat transfer data for the evaporation of CO2 at around −20 
°C in a 10.06 mm tube to be almost twice as high as what would be predicted by the correlation of Shah [9]. Due to 
the large increase in heat transfer performance at low temperatures, this purpose of this work is to provide 
condensation heat transfer data in horizontal tubes at around −20 °C. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no data 
on the condensation of CO2 exists in the literature at around this temperature. 
Smooth Tube 
In the literature, there exist many different correlations to predict heat transfer. One of the most well known 
correlations is that of Shah [9]. This correlation is based off of the principle of a two-phase multiplier. The argument 
is that the heat transfer of two phase flow can be computed by using a single-phase heat transfer model (which is 
well defined), and correcting it by a multiplier which includes two-phase characteristics. Although the correlation of 
Shah [9] is well known, more recent two-phase models are based off of wider data banks; as a result, they provide 
improved predictive ability. One such correlation is that of Dobson et Al. [1]. Dobson et Al. [1] based their 
correlation off of a data set that included refrigerants R22, R134a, R410a, R125, as well as blends of R32/R125. A 
more recent correlation based off of a very large data bank is provided by Cavallini et Al. [2]. The data bank 
includes that of Dobson et Al., as well as numerous other data by various other researchers. The correlation of 
Dobson et Al. [1] and Cavallini et Al. [2] will be used in the present work to compare with the data. 
Enhanced Tube 
A common means of increasing heat transfer performance is to enhance the inner surface of the tube with 
grooves. These grooves not only increases the surface area of the tube (which in turn increases the amount of heat 
transferred), but also has the desirable effect of churning the flow, which typically greatly increases the heat transfer 
performance. The downside, however, is a higher pressure drop, which must be paid for by the refrigerant pump. 
Nevertheless, tube enhancements are commonly used, and as a result, the effect of enhancements will be analyzed. 
Many enhanced tube correlations exist in the literature. The two that will be used in the present work are that of Yu 
and Koyama [12] and Cavallini et Al. [4]. 
Pressure Drop 
Although high heat transfer is desirable, the result is meaningless if the resulting pressure drop is too high. 
A higher pressure drop represents a higher cost of operation, and so pressure drop data will be presented in parallel 
with the heat transfer results. There exists various pressure drop models for condensing flow; however, due to the 
relatively short heat transfer test section used in the experiments, adiabatic pressure drop measurements were made; 
details can be found in Appendix A. A well cited pressure drop model for adiabatic flows in smooth tubes is that of 
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Friedel [5], which will be used to compare with the data. For enhanced tubes, the correlation of Cavallini et Al. [3] 
will be used. 
Flow Visualization 
An important part of modeling heat transfer is in the proper mapping of the flow. As a result, visualization 
experiments, were performed in order to determine the applicability of current flow maps. One of the oldest flow 
maps is that of Mandhane et Al. [8]. This map was based off of a data set comprising of air/water flow, and as a 
result, tends to have relatively poor predictive abilities when applied to common refrigerants. However, Dobson et 
Al. [1] proposed a correction on the axes to take account for the difference in density of the liquid phase of the 
refrigerant versus that of water and similarly with that of the vapor phase of the refrigerant with that of air. This 
modified Mandhane map was shown to be a reasonable predictor of flow regimes, as shown in Dobson et Al. [1]. A 
more recent map is that of Taitel-Duckler [10]. This map is the basis of several modern flow maps. Taitel-Duckler 
[10] proposed that every flow transition can be modeled as two separate forces balancing each other; when one force 
becomes larger than the other, the flow regime changes. A more recent map that was derived from Taitel-Duckler 
[10] is the VDI [11] map. These maps are used in the present study to compare with the visualization results. 
Summary 
This research was prompted by the lack of data for the condensation of CO2. The project focuses on 
horizontal condensation heat transfer and pressure drop in a smooth and enhanced tube at saturation temperatures 
around −20 °C. The results are presented as a series of papers to be published in the near future. 
References 
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Chapter 2: Smooth Tube Heat Transfer 
Abstract 
The paper presents experimental results of heat transfer of CO2 in horizontal smooth tubes. Condensing 
temperatures range from −15 °C to −25 °C, making these results important for cascade and secondary loop 
applications with carbon dioxide. The tube used for these experiments has an internal diameter of 6.10 mm. 
Introduction 
Due to the recent interest in CO2 at low temperatures, this study presents heat transfer data for the 
condensation of CO2 at the following conditions: 
• Tsat (saturation): −15, −25 °C 
• ∆T (=Tsat−Twall): 3, 6 K 
• G: 200, 300, 400 kg/m2·s 
• x: 0.1 − 0.9 
Experimental Facility 
A simplified sketch of the testing facility is shown below. Details can be found in Appendix A. The flow in 
the loop is driven by a variable speed gear pump (1). Following the pump, the refrigerant flow is measured by a 
coriolis flow meter (Micro Motion CFM25). A calorimeter (2) is used to bring the sub-cooled liquid refrigerant to 
the desired state at the inlet of the test section. The calorimeter consists of two parallel electrical heaters. Each heater 
is inside a copper tube with refrigerant flowing through the spirally articulated annulus. By adjusting the power to 
the calorimeter, the quality of CO2 at the test section is controlled. After the calorimeter the refrigerant flows along a 
1 m long horizontal pipe in order to fully develop the flow. The CO2 then enters the heat transfer test section (3). 
After the test section there are insulated horizontal and vertical pipes (4), each 1 m long, to measure the adiabatic 
pressure drop both in horizontal and vertical flow (flow heads up). This section consists of pipes with an identical 
inner surface and diameter than that of the heat transfer test section. After leaving the pressure drop sections the CO2 
flows through a control heater (5) which supplies enough heat to keep the pressure of the system at a desired level. 
This control heater is similar to the calorimeter. The amount of heat provided by the control heater is regulated by a 
PID controller that uses the measured pressure as the control value. The CO2 is then condensed by the primary heat 
exchanger (6) with R404a flowing on the other side, and finally sub-cooled by the sub-cooling unit (7) prior to 
returning to the pump. 
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Figure 2.1  Simplified schematic of the experimental facility. 
Test Section 
The condenser test section consists of an inner test section tube where the CO2 flows, a two-part brass 
jacket that creates a uniform wall temperature at the test section tube, and outer pipes soldered around the perimeter 
of the brass jacket where HFE flows. HFE (Hydrofluoroether 7100, a product of 3M) is a fluid that remains liquid at 
low temperatures and has viscous properties comparable to that of water at room temperature. The components of 
the test section are shown below. The figure also demonstrates the flow path of the HFE. The HFE flow is first 
branched to the back and front of the brass jacket. The branch at the back leads to eight parallel sub-branches going 
over the top to the front of the brass jacket; each sub-branch then connects to a single pipe that combines the eight 
flows. Directly underneath this pipe is the front branch, which has eight sub-branches going from the front to the 
back traveling underneath the brass jacket; again, the sub-branches connect to a flow-combining pipe running along 
the back underneath the back branch. The two combining pipes join afterwards to continue the flow. 
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Figure 2.2 Photo of the test section without insulation. The HFE (blue) flows in two paths: one across the top and 
one across the bottom. The CO2 (dashed red) flows through the middle of the test section. 
The test section tube has 12 wall thermocouples soldered into machined grooves; four evenly spaced 
around the outer perimeter at three locations along the copper pipe. A schematic is presented below. 
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Figure 2.3 Test section for Di = 6.10 mm pipe. 
Determination of Heat Transfer Coefficient from Measured Data 
The heat transfer coefficient h is determined from the following equation: 
( )( )wallCOtestiCO TTLDhQ −= 22 π&  (eq. 2.1) 
2CO
Q&  is the heat transferred from the CO2 to the HFE, Ltest is the effective length of the test section (0.15 m), 2COT  
is the saturation temperature of the CO2 corresponding to the measured pressure, and Twall is the average of the 12 
measured wall temperatures. 
2CO
Q& is given by the following equation: 
condHFEextHFECO QQQQ &&&& −−= ,2  (eq. 2.2) 
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HFEQ&  is the total heat transferred to the HFE, HFEextQ ,&  is the external heat transferred to the HFE from the 
environment, and condQ&  is the heat transferred to the HFE due to conduction along the pipe just before and after the 
test section, and is calculated by a finite element analysis described in detail in Appendix C. HFEQ&  is calculated 
from the following equation: 
( )iHFEoHFEHFEpHFEHFE TTcmQ ,,, −= &&  (eq. 2.3) 
HFEm&  is the measured mass flow rate of the HFE, THFE,o is the measured temperature of the HFE exiting the test 
section, THFE,i is the measured temperature of the HFE entering the test section, and cp,HFE is the specific heat of HFE 
given by: 
[ ] [ ]( )
2
002.0 ,,,,,
CTCT
cc oHFEiHFEoffsetHFEpHFEp
°+°+=  (eq. 2.4) 
This equation was provided by the manufacturer (3M). THFE,i and THFE,o must be in °C. HFEextQ ,&  is calculated from 
the following equation: 
( ) LMTDUAQ testHFEext =,&  (eq. 2.5) 
(UA)test is the UA value of the test section determined by calibration, and LMTD is the log mean temperature 
difference between the HFE and the room air. The quality of the CO2 at the inlet of the test section xi is found using 
two other thermodynamic properties, namely the inlet enthalpy ii and pressure Pi. The enthalpy at the inlet ii is 
controlled by a calorimeter; the equation used to calculate ii is: 
( ) pipeextcalexticaliCOcal QQiimQ ,,,2 &&&& −−−=  (eq. 2.6) 
calQ&  is the controlled heat input from the calorimeter and 2COm&  is the measured mass flow rate of CO2. ical,i is the 
enthalpy of the CO2 at the inlet to the calorimeter; it is evaluated using two measured thermodynamic properties, 
namely Tcal,i and Pcal,i. calextQ ,&  and pipeextQ ,&  are external heat inputs to the calorimeter and piping between the 
calorimeter and test section respectively; both are evaluated in a similar fashion as HFEextQ ,& . The outlet quality xo is 
calculated using the following equation: 
( )oilvCOCO xximQ −= 22 &&  (eq. 2.7) 
where ilv is the enthalpy of vaporization of CO2. 
Calibration 
A detailed description of the calibration of the instruments used in the experiments can be found in 
Appendix B. Special care was taken in calibrating the loss coefficient for the test section and the errors in the 
secondary fluid (HFE) energy balance due to their importance in the heat transfer coefficient calculation. In order to 
achieve an accurate calibration, the pipe before and after the test section were removed and a small cartridge heater 
(Watlow) was placed inside the test section. Both ends of the test section were insulated and the heater was set at 
various settings to provide a heat load from the inside to mimic a condensation experiment. The secondary fluid 
(HFE) was running at close to test conditions. A more detailed description can be found in Appendix B. 
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The heat transfer coefficient is also sensitive to the temperature difference between the bulk fluid and wall. 
Since the bulk fluid temperature is calculated from a pressure reading, it is important that the P−T curve be accurate.  
The following figure shows P−T data taken with calibrated instruments plotted against the P−T curve fit from 
REFPROP6. 
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Figure 2.4 P−T curve of CO2 at testing conditions. 
Experimental Validification 
In order to help validate the experimental results, experiments with R22 were performed for values of Tsat 
around 20, 10, and −20 °C. The following figures show the results of these experiments plotted against the 
correlations of Cavallini et al. [1] and Dobson and Chato. [2]. 
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Figure 2.5 R22 data with Tsat = 20 °C, ∆T = 4 K, and G = 400 kg/m2·s plotted against the correlations of 
Cavallini et al. [1] and Dobson and Chato. [2]. 
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Figure 2.6 R22 data with Tsat = 10 °C, ∆T = 3 and 6 K, and G = 400 kg/m2·s plotted against the correlations of 
Cavallini et al. [1] and Dobson and Chato [2]. 
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Figure 2.7 R22 data with Tsat = −20 °C, ∆T = 3 and 6 K, and G = 400 kg/m2·s plotted against the correlations of 
Cavallini et al. [1] and Dobson and Chato [2]. 
These figures show that the data is over-predicted by Cavallini et al. [1] by ~ 500 W/m2·K at 20 °C, ~ 1000 
W/m2·K at 10 °C, and ~ 3000 W/m2·K at −20 °C. This shows that as the values of Tsat become further from the 
values used for developing correlations, Cavallini et al. [1] tends to over-predict the data more. It is interesting to 
note that the correlation of Cavallini et al. [1] predicts lower heat transfer than Dobson and Chato [2] at high 
saturation temperatures, but at low saturation temperatures, Dobson and Chato is lower. 
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Error Propagation Analysis 
A detailed description of the uncertainty propagation can be found in Appendix D. The following table lists 
the important variables in the analysis, and their relative importance in the overall error in the heat transfer 
calculation. 
Table 2.1 List of measured variables used in the uncertainty calculation of h. 
Xi 
Typical 
value Uncertainty Units 
Percent of total 
uncertainty in h 
(typical value) iX
h
∂
∂  (typical value) 
HFEm&  4.6 0.0015 HFEm&  g/s 0.04866 989912 
Cp,HFE,offset 1.232 0.03075 kJ/kg⋅K 21.46 3893 
(UA)test 0.00506 0.0356 W/K 35.52 -5213 
THFE,i -31.9 0.1 °C 3.238 -560.3 
THFE,o -23.8 0.1 °C 3.155 553 
Troom 23.2 0.1 °C 0.000002777 -0.5189 
Twall -19.2 0.02887 °C 17.25 4480 
PCO2 2237 6.893 kPa 13.36 -16.51 
keff 406 0.1 keff W/m⋅K 5.967 -1.872 
 
The uncertainties of cp,HFE,offset, (UA)test, and Twall were obtained by performing an uncertainty analysis on 
each variable. For the case of cp,HFE,offset and (UA)test, the measured variables were those involved in the least squares 
analysis described in calibration section. The uncertainty in Twall is the result of an uncertainty analysis on the 
average of 12 independent thermocouple readings, each with a 0.1 °C accuracy. The uncertainties of HFEm&  and 
2CO
P  are their respective manufacturer’s reported values. The uncertainty in keff was assumed due to the wide range 
of reported values of conductivity. The final result of the uncertainty in the heat transfer coefficients are reported as 
error bars in the figures. 
Results 
The following figure shows the effect of mass flux on the heat transfer coefficient as a function of quality. 
As expected, an increase in mass flux gives an increase in heat transfer coefficients. Also, the effect is stronger at 
higher qualities. 
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Figure 2.8 Effect of G on h in a smooth, Di ~ 6 mm tube at Tsat ~ −15 °C and ∆T ~ 3 K. 
The next figure shows the effect of saturation temperature. The primary effect of changing saturation 
temperature is the change in thermo-physical properties, and as a result, the heat transfer coefficient is not 
significantly affected by changing saturation temperature. 
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Figure 2.9 Effect of Tsat on h in a smooth, Di ~ 6 mm tube at ∆T ~ 3 K and G ~ 300 kg/m2·s. 
The figure below shows the effect of changing wall temperature (similar to changing heat flux) on the heat 
transfer coefficient. As expected, there is negligible effect of wall temperature on the heat transfer coefficient. 
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Figure 2.10 Effect of ∆T on h in a smooth, Di ~ 6 mm tube at Tsat ~ −25 °C and G ~ 400 kg/m2·s. 
Comparison to Correlations 
The range of the databank used to develop Dobson and Chato [2] is shown below. 
• Di: 3.1 − 7.0 mm 
• Tsat: 33.5 − 46.4 °C 
• ∆T: 1.1 − 8.8 K 
• G: 24 − 812 kg/m2·s 
Except for the saturation temperature, the conditions of the current study are within these ranges. The 
saturation temperature is primarily used to calculate thermo physical properties; a comparison of the thermo physical 
properties of the refrigerants used in Dobson and Chato [2] to CO2 is shown in Table 2.2. Note that pure R32 and 
R404a were not in the databank of Dobson and Chato [2]; however, they are included in the databank of Cavallini et 
al. [1], and so they were included in Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2 Thermo physical properties of various refrigerants used in heat transfer correlations compared to CO2. 
The low and high Tsat values are the approximate low and high end of the saturation temperature range used to 
develop Dobson and Chato [2]. 
 Refrigerant Tsat [°C] 
Pred 
[-] 
iiv 
[kJ/kg]
ρl 
[kg/m3]
ρv 
[kg/m3]
µl 
[g/m-s]
µv 
[g/m-s]
Cp,l 
[kJ/kg-K] 
kl 
[W/m-K]
σ 
[N/m] 
R744 -25 0.2281 293.3 1054 43.88 0.1568 0.0128 2.114 0.1419 0.009062 
C
O
2 
R744 -15 0.3105 270.9 1008 60.73 0.1341 0.0135 2.227 0.1298 0.007097 
            
R22 35 0.2717 172.2 1151 58.02 0.1478 0.0153 1.31 0.08021 0.006719 
R134a 35 0.2186 168.2 1168 43.45 0.1717 0.0124 1.471 0.07828 0.006766 
R410a 35 0.4331 169.9 1008 88.41 0.1046 0.0146 1.763 0.08152 0.004094 
R125 35 0.4915 98.42 1126 122.6 0.1157 0.0153 1.518 0.05551 0.002709 
R32 35 0.3786 249.2 917 63.34 0.1042 0.0165 2.07 0.1138 0.005219 
Lo
w
 T
sa
t 
R404a 35 0.4326 127.8 993.6 86.94 0.1099 0.0139 1.566 0.06458 0.002982 
            
R22 45 0.3468 160.5 1106 75.5 0.1327 0.0168 1.376 0.07523 0.005389 
R134a 45 0.2859 157.6 1125 57.7 0.1512 0.013 1.529 0.07309 0.005502 
R410a 45 0.5524 149.5 946.6 119.1 0.0906 0.0158 1.914 0.07431 0.002767 
R125 45 0.625 84.23 1048 167.7 0.0958 0.0166 1.72 0.05094 0.001672 
R32 45 0.4832 224 867.3 84.85 0.0913 0.018 2.278 0.1041 0.00375 H
ig
h 
T s
at
 
R404a 45 0.5501 113.1 936.1 117.1 0.0955 0.0152 1.667 0.06079 0.002013 
 
Except for the slightly higher ilv and kl, the thermo-physical properties of CO2 fall within the range of the 
other refrigerants; therefore, the correlation of Dobson and Chato [2] should be able to predict the heat transfer 
coefficient of CO2 reasonably well. Also, the databank of Cavallini et al. [1] includes that from Dobson and Chato 
[2], and as a result, should also give reasonable heat transfer predictions. 
The following figures show some heat transfer data plotted against the correlations of Cavallini et al. [1] 
and Dobson and Chato [2]. At −15 °C, current correlations over-predict the measured heat transfer coefficients in 
this study, particularly at high qualities; Cavallini et al. [1] predicts the low quality heat transfer coefficients well, 
but over-predicts the high qualities by ~2000 W/m2·K (~30% error). The error is slightly worse for Tsat = −25 °C. 
Dobson and Chato [2] over-predicts the data even more than Cavallini et al. [1]. Putting aside this over-prediction, 
Cavallini et al. [1] manages to capture the trend with respect to mass flux reasonably well. Dobson and Chato [2] 
vastly over-predicts the effect of mass flux, particularly at high qualities. 
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Figure 2.11 Heat transfer data compared to the correlations of Cavallini et al. [1] and Dobson and Chato [2] at 
∆T ~ 3 K and G ~ 300 kg/m2·s. 
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Figure 2.12 Effect of mass flux on heat transfer coefficients compared to the correlations of Cavallini et al. [1] 
and Dobson and Chato [2] at Tsat ~ −15 °C and ∆T ~ 3 K. 
Conclusions 
In summary, the general trends of the heat transfer coefficient with respect to quality, mass flux, saturation 
temperature, and ∆T are as expected. Although the thermo-physical properties of CO2 fall within the range of the 
thermo-physical properties of the refrigerants used to develop current correlations, the actual value of the heat 
transfer coefficient tends to be over-predicted by current correlations. The over-prediction is relatively negligible at 
low qualities, suggesting that the effect of quality is not captured properly. Cavallini et al. [1] performs better than 
Dobson and Chato [2] at all tested conditions. Despite the over-prediction of Cavallini et al. [1], the correlation tends 
to capture the effect of mass flux reasonably well. Dobson and Chato [2], however, vastly over-estimates the effect 
mass flux has on the heat transfer coefficients. 
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Nomenclature 
Symbols 
cp specific heat 
D diameter 
G mass flux 
h heat transfer coefficient 
i enthalpy 
k conductivity 
L length 
m&  mass flow rate 
P pressure 
Q&  heat transfer rate 
T temperature 
U loss coefficient 
x vapor quality 
 
Greek symbols 
∆T Tsat − Twall 
µ dynamic viscosity 
ρ density 
σ surface tension 
Subscripts 
cal calorimeter 
eff effective 
ext external 
i inner, inlet 
l liquid 
o outlet 
red reduced 
sat saturation 
test test section 
v vapor 
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Chapter 3: Smooth Tube Pressure Drop 
Abstract 
The paper presents experimental results of the pressure drop of CO2 in horizontal smooth tubes. 
Condensing temperatures range from −15 °C to −25 °C, making these results important for cascade and secondary 
loop applications with carbon dioxide. The tube used for these experiments has an internal diameter of 6.10 mm. 
Introduction 
Due to the recent interest in CO2 at low temperatures, this study presents pressure drop data for the 
condensation of CO2 at the following conditions: 
• Tsat (saturation): −15, −25 °C 
• ∆T (=Tsat−Twall): 3, 6 K 
• G: 200, 300, 400 kg/m2·s 
• x: 0.1 − 0.9 
Experimental Facility 
A simplified sketch of the testing facility is shown below. Details can be found in Appendix A. The flow in 
the loop is driven by a variable speed gear pump (1). Following the pump, the refrigerant flow is measured by a 
coriolis flow meter (Micro Motion CFM25). A calorimeter (2) is used to bring the sub-cooled liquid refrigerant to 
the desired state at the inlet of the test section. The calorimeter consists of two parallel electrical heaters. Each heater 
is inside a copper tube with refrigerant flowing through the spirally articulated annulus. By adjusting the power to 
the calorimeter, the quality of CO2 at the test section is controlled. After the calorimeter the refrigerant flows along a 
1 m long horizontal pipe in order to fully develop the flow. The CO2 then enters the heat transfer test section (3). 
After the test section there are insulated horizontal and vertical pipes (4), each 1 m long, to measure the adiabatic 
pressure drop both in horizontal and vertical flow (flow heads up). This section consists of pipes with an identical 
inner surface and diameter than that of the heat transfer test section. After leaving the pressure drop sections the CO2 
flows through a control heater (5) which supplies enough heat to keep the pressure of the system at a desired level. 
This control heater is similar to the calorimeter. The amount of heat provided by the control heater is regulated by a 
PID controller that uses the measured pressure as the control value. The CO2 is then condensed by the primary heat 
exchanger (6) with R404a flowing on the other side, and finally sub-cooled by the sub-cooling unit (7) prior to 
returning to the pump. 
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Figure 3.1  Simplified schematic of the experimental facility. 
Methodology 
Pressure drop data was recorded in 1 m long adiabatic sections in horizontal and vertical orientations. 
Calibrated differential pressure transducers were used; a detailed description of the calibration of the instruments 
used in the experiments can be found in Appendix B. 
Results 
The following two figures show the effect of mass flux on the horizontal pressure drop and vertical 
pressure drop respectively, as a function of quality. As expected, the horizontal pressure drop is higher for larger 
mass fluxes and qualities. The vertical pressure drop increases as the mass flux increases, but the effect of quality is 
not as clear; the pressure drop increases with respect to quality for high mass fluxes, but becomes a decreasing 
function of quality for low mass fluxes. 
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Figure 3.2 Effect of G on horizontal pressure drop in a smooth, Di ~ 6 mm tube at Tsat ~ −15 °C and ∆T ~ 3 K. 
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Figure 3.3 Effect of G on vertical pressure drop in a smooth, Di ~ 6 mm tube at Tsat ~ −15 °C and ∆T ~ 3 K. 
The next two figures show the effect of saturation temperature on horizontal pressure drop and vertical 
pressure drop respectively. Due to the changes in thermo-physical properties, the pressure drop at −25°C is higher 
than at −15°C for both orientations. Since this effect is larger at higher qualities, the cause of the increase in pressure 
drop is most likely due to the vapor properties; the vapor density in particular changes from 43.88 kg/m3 at −25°C to 
60.73 kg/m3 at −15°C. 
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Figure 3.4 Effect of Tsat on horizontal pressure drop in a smooth, Di ~ 6 mm tube at ∆T ~ 3 K and G ~ 300 
kg/m2·s. 
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Figure 3.5 Effect of Tsat on vertical pressure drop in a smooth, Di ~ 6 mm tube at ∆T ~ 3 K and G ~ 300 kg/m2·s. 
The next two figures show the effect of changing wall temperature (similar to changing heat flux) on the 
horizontal and vertical pressure drop respectively. Since the pressure drop was taken in adiabatic sections, there 
should be no difference in the pressure drop measurements. This demonstrates the repeatability of the experiment. 
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Figure 3.6 Effect of ∆T on horizontal pressure drop in a smooth, Di ~ 6 mm tube at Tsat ~ −15 °C and G ~ 300 
kg/m2·s. 
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Figure 3.7 Effect of ∆T on vertical pressure drop in a smooth, Di ~ 6 mm tube at Tsat ~ −15 °C and G ~ 300 
kg/m2·s. 
Comparison to Correlations 
The following figure shows the horizontal pressure drop data plotted against Friedel [1]. The model 
predicts the pressure drop for the entire set of test conditions reasonably well. 
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Figure 3.8 Horizontal pressure drop data plotted against Friedel [1]. 
In order to predict the vertical pressure drop data, the separated flow gravity term was added to Friedel [1]. 
This term is simply an approximation of the weight of the fluid in the tube given by: 
( )( )lv
g
g
dz
dP ραρα −+=⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ 1   (eq. 3.1) 
In this case, the void fraction model of T.M. Harms et al. [2] was used. The figure below compares this 
modified model to the data. The model appears to capture the correct trend with respect to quality, but fails to 
accurately predict the pressure drop data. Further investigations with other void fraction models are currently being 
pursued. 
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Figure 3.9 Friedel [1] with separated flow gravity term plotted against vertical pressure drop data. 
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Conclusions 
In summary, the trends of the horizontal pressure drop with respect to quality, mass flux, saturation 
temperature, and ∆T is predictable. The value of the horizontal pressure drop is consistent with prediction of the 
Friedel [1] correlation. The vertical pressure drop behaves similarly to the horizontal pressure drop, except for the 
trend with respect to quality, where the vertical pressure drop decreases with increasing quality for low mass fluxes. 
The addition of the separated flow gravity term on the horizontal correlations shows the correct trend with respect to 
quality, but consistently over-predicts the pressure drop. 
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T temperature 
x vapor quality 
Greek symbols 
α void fraction 
ρ density 
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Subscripts 
i inner 
l liquid 
v vapor 
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Chapter 4: Flow Visualization 
Abstract 
The paper presents flow visualizations of CO2 in horizontal smooth tubes. Condensing temperatures range 
from −15 °C to −25 °C, making these results important for cascade and secondary loop applications with carbon 
dioxide. The tube used for these experiments has an internal diameter of 6.10 mm. 
Introduction 
Due to the recent interest in CO2 at low temperatures, this study presents flow visualizations for the 
condensation of CO2 at the following conditions: 
• Tsat (saturation): −15, −25 °C 
• ∆T (=Tsat−Twall): 3, 6 K 
• G: 200, 300, 400 kg/m2·s 
• x: 0.1 − 0.9 
Experimental Facility 
A simplified sketch of the testing facility is shown below. Details can be found in Appendix A. The flow in 
the loop is driven by a variable speed gear pump (1). Following the pump, the refrigerant flow is measured by a 
coriolis flow meter (Micro Motion CFM25). A calorimeter (2) is used to bring the sub-cooled liquid refrigerant to 
the desired state at the inlet of the test section. The calorimeter consists of two parallel electrical heaters. Each heater 
is inside a copper tube with refrigerant flowing through the spirally articulated annulus. By adjusting the power to 
the calorimeter, the quality of CO2 at the test section is controlled. After the calorimeter the refrigerant flows along a 
1 m long horizontal pipe in order to fully develop the flow. The CO2 then enters the heat transfer test section (3). 
After the test section there are insulated horizontal and vertical pipes (4), each 1 m long, to measure the adiabatic 
pressure drop both in horizontal and vertical flow (flow heads up). This section consists of pipes with an identical 
inner surface and diameter than that of the heat transfer test section. After leaving the pressure drop sections the CO2 
flows through a control heater (5) which supplies enough heat to keep the pressure of the system at a desired level. 
This control heater is similar to the calorimeter. The amount of heat provided by the control heater is regulated by a 
PID controller that uses the measured pressure as the control value. The CO2 is then condensed by the primary heat 
exchanger (6) with R404a flowing on the other side, and finally sub-cooled by the sub-cooling unit (7) prior to 
returning to the pump. 
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Figure 4.1  Simplified schematic of the experimental facility. 
Visualization Section 
The visualization section consists of an acrylic block with a hole drilled through, shown below. It is placed 
directly after the test section during visualization tests. 
 
4”
2”
6.10 mm
 
Figure 4.2 Photo of acrylic sight glass. 
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Methodology 
Flow visualizations were taken with a camcorder and a strobe light to produce still shots of the flow. Each 
test condition was recorded for 30 seconds. Representative pictures were then picked from the frames that were 
coincided with the strobe light flash. The complete set of results can be found in Appendix F. 
Results 
The effect of temperature difference between the wall and bulk fluid (∆T) at various qualities is shown 
below. From these photos, it is clear that the flow regime is relatively unaffected by the wall temperature, with the 
exception that there appears to be a thicker film of condensate when there is a colder wall. Also, as the quality is 
increased, the flow regime changes from slug to wavy, and then from wavy to annular. 
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Figure 4.3 Flow visualizations in a Di ~ 6 mm smooth tube at Tsat ~ −15 °C and G ~ 300 kg/m2·s. 
The effect of mass flux at various qualities is shown below. The results show that as mass flux increases, 
the flow becomes more turbulent and more closely resembles annular flow. 
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Figure 4.4 Flow visualizations in a Di ~ 6 mm tube at Tsat ~ −15 °C and ∆T ~ 3 K 
Comparison to Correlations 
The following figure shows the flow observations at a saturation temperature of −15 °C plotted against the 
flow map of Mandhane et al. [4]. Not surprisingly, the flow map fails to predict any of the flow patterns, since the 
map was designed for air/water systems. 
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Figure 4.5 Flow observations plotted against the flow map of Mandhane et Al. [4]. The shape and color of the 
symbol represent the observed flow pattern; the location on the map is the predicted flow pattern. 
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However, if the correction suggested in Dobson and Chato [2] is used, the map correctly predicts 19 out of 
the 25 observed data points. This modified Mandhane map is shown below. It is interesting to note that the missed 
points are from the stratified-wavy regime. 
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Figure 4.6 Observations plotted against the modified Mandhane map. 
The flow map of Taitel-Duckler [5], shown below, correctly predicts 19 out of the 25 observations. Again, 
the incorrect prediction occurs when the flow is stratified-wavy. 
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Figure 4.7 Observations plotted against the flow map of Taitel-Duckler [5]. 
The VDI map [6] shown in the next figure correctly predicts 17 out of the 25 observations. Again, the 
stratified-wavy regime was not predicted correctly. The map is plotted in G-x coordinates as proposed by Kattan [3]. 
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Figure 4.8 Observations plotted against the VDI map [6] in G−x coordinates as proposed by Kattan [3]. 
Conclusions 
In summary, the flow transitions for CO2 behave appropriately with respect to quality, mass flux, and ∆T; 
the only exception is that the CO2 enters the stratified-wavy regime when current flow maps predict that flow regime 
to be impossible for the flow conditions used in the present study. 
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Chapter 5: Enhanced Tube Heat Transfer 
Abstract 
The paper presents experimental results of heat transfer of CO2 in horizontal micro-finned tubes. 
Condensing temperatures range from −15 °C to −25 °C, making these results important for cascade and secondary 
loop applications with carbon dioxide. The tube used for these experiments has a meltdown diameter of 6.26 mm. 
Introduction 
Due to the recent interest in CO2 at low temperatures, this study presents heat transfer data for the 
condensation of CO2 at the following conditions: 
• Tsat (saturation): −15, −25 °C 
• ∆T (=Tsat−Twall): 3, 6 K 
• G: 200, 300, 400 kg/m2·s 
• x: 0.1 − 0.9 
Experimental Facility 
A simplified sketch of the testing facility is shown below. Details can be found in Appendix A. The flow in 
the loop is driven by a variable speed gear pump (1). Following the pump, the refrigerant flow is measured by a 
coriolis flow meter (Micro Motion CFM25). A calorimeter (2) is used to bring the sub-cooled liquid refrigerant to 
the desired state at the inlet of the test section. The calorimeter consists of two parallel electrical heaters. Each heater 
is inside a copper tube with refrigerant flowing through the spirally articulated annulus. By adjusting the power to 
the calorimeter, the quality of CO2 at the test section is controlled. After the calorimeter the refrigerant flows along a 
1 m long horizontal pipe in order to fully develop the flow. The CO2 then enters the heat transfer test section (3). 
After the test section there are insulated horizontal and vertical pipes (4), each 1 m long, to measure the adiabatic 
pressure drop both in horizontal and vertical flow (flow heads up). This section consists of pipes with an identical 
inner surface and diameter than that of the heat transfer test section. After leaving the pressure drop sections the CO2 
flows through a control heater (5) which supplies enough heat to keep the pressure of the system at a desired level. 
This control heater is similar to the calorimeter. The amount of heat provided by the control heater is regulated by a 
PID controller that uses the measured pressure as the control value. The CO2 is then condensed by the primary heat 
exchanger (6) with R404a flowing on the other side, and finally sub-cooled by the sub-cooling unit (7) prior to 
returning to the pump. 
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Figure 5.1  Simplified schematic of the experimental facility. 
Test Section 
The condenser test section consists of an inner test section tube where the CO2 flows, a two-part brass 
jacket that creates a uniform wall temperature at the test section tube, and outer pipes soldered around the perimeter 
of the brass jacket where HFE flows. HFE (Hydrofluoroether 7100, a product of 3M) is a fluid that remains liquid at 
low temperatures and has viscous properties comparable to that of water at room temperature. The components of 
the test section are shown below. The figure also demonstrates the flow path of the HFE. The HFE flow is first 
branched to the back and front of the brass jacket. The branch at the back leads to eight parallel sub-branches going 
over the top to the front of the brass jacket; each sub-branch then connects to a single pipe that combines the eight 
flows. Directly underneath this pipe is the front branch, which has eight sub-branches going from the front to the 
back traveling underneath the brass jacket; again, the sub-branches connect to a flow-combining pipe running along 
the back underneath the back branch. The two combining pipes join afterwards to continue the flow. 
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Figure 5.2 Photo of the test section without insulation. The HFE (blue) flows in two paths: one across the top and 
one across the bottom. The CO2 (dashed red) flows through the middle of the test section. 
The test section tube has 12 wall thermocouples soldered into machined grooves; four evenly spaced 
around the outer perimeter at three locations along the copper pipe. A schematic is presented below. 
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Figure 5.3 Test section for Di = 6.10 mm pipe. 
Since the micro-finned tube is too thin to apply thermocouple grooves, the tube is placed inside of a larger 
copper tube (standard 3/8”) that has the same outer diameter of the smooth tube; the gap between the two tubes is 
then filled with tin. 
The following two figures show sketches and pictures of the micro-finned tube (provided by Wolverine 
Tube, Inc.) used in the present study. 
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Figure 5.4 Common micro-finned tube parameters. 
 
 
Figure 5.5 Photos of micro-finned tube (Dmeltdown = 6.26 mm). 
Several different diameters can be used to determine the inner surface area of the tube. In the present study, 
the meltdown diameter was used. The meltdown diameter is the diameter of a smooth tube with an equivalent tube 
cross sectional area as the enhanced tube. It can be determined by the following: 
( )2225.0 meltdownrootfinfin DDAn −= π  (eq. 5.1) 
finA  is the cross sectional area of one fin; it can be geometrically determined from the parameters in the 
following table. 
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Table 5.1 Dimensions of the micro-finned tube used in the present study. 
Description Symbol Value 
Outer diameter Do 6.98 mm 
Root diameter Droot 6.32 mm 
Fin tip diameter Dfintip 5.97 mm 
Meltdown diameter Dmeltdown 6.26 mm 
Fin height hfin 0.18 mm 
Fin base length bfin 0.12 mm 
Gap between fins gfin 0.17 mm 
Number of fins nfin 54 
Helix angle β 14° 
Apex angle γ 24° 
 
Determination of Heat Transfer Coefficient from Measured Data 
The heat transfer coefficient h is determined from the following equation: 
( )( )wallCOtestmeltdownCO TTLDhQ −= 22 π&  (eq. 5.2) 
2CO
Q&  is the heat transferred from the CO2 to the HFE, Ltest is the effective length of the test section (0.15 m), 
2CO
T  
is the saturation temperature of the CO2 corresponding to the measured pressure, and Twall is the average of the 12 
measured wall temperatures. 
2CO
Q& is given by the following equation: 
condHFEextHFECO QQQQ &&&& −−= ,2  (eq. 5.3) 
HFEQ&  is the total heat transferred to the HFE, HFEextQ ,&  is the external heat transferred to the HFE from the 
environment, and condQ&  is the heat transferred to the HFE due to conduction along the pipe just before and after the 
test section, and is calculated by a finite element analysis described in detail in Appendix C. HFEQ&  is calculated 
from the following equation: 
( )iHFEoHFEHFEpHFEHFE TTcmQ ,,, −= &&  (eq. 5.4) 
HFEm&  is the measured mass flow rate of the HFE, THFE,o is the measured temperature of the HFE exiting the test 
section, THFE,i is the measured temperature of the HFE entering the test section, and cp,HFE is the specific heat of HFE 
given by: 
[ ] [ ]( )
2
002.0 ,,,,,
CTCT
cc oHFEiHFEoffsetHFEpHFEp
°+°+=  (eq. 5.5) 
This equation was provided by the manufacturer (3M). THFE,i and THFE,o must be in °C. HFEextQ ,&  is calculated from 
the following equation: 
( ) LMTDUAQ testHFEext =,&  (eq. 5.6) 
(UA)test is the UA value of the test section determined by calibration, and LMTD is the log mean temperature 
difference between the HFE and the room air. The quality of the CO2 at the inlet of the test section xi is found using 
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two other thermodynamic properties, namely the inlet enthalpy ii and pressure Pi. The enthalpy at the inlet ii is 
controlled by a calorimeter; the equation used to calculate ii is: 
( ) pipeextcalexticaliCOcal QQiimQ ,,,2 &&&& −−−=  (eq. 5.7) 
calQ&  is the controlled heat input from the calorimeter and 2COm&  is the measured mass flow rate of CO2. ical,i is the 
enthalpy of the CO2 at the inlet to the calorimeter; it is evaluated using two measured thermodynamic properties, 
namely Tcal,i and Pcal,i. calextQ ,&  and pipeextQ ,&  are external heat inputs to the calorimeter and piping between the 
calorimeter and test section respectively; both are evaluated in a similar fashion as HFEextQ ,& . The outlet quality xo is 
calculated using the following equation: 
( )oilvCOCO xximQ −= 22 &&  (eq. 5.8) 
where ilv is the enthalpy of vaporization of CO2. 
Calibration 
A detailed description of the calibration of the instruments used in the experiments can be found in 
Appendix B. Special care was taken in calibrating the loss coefficient for the test section and the errors in the 
secondary fluid (HFE) energy balance due to their importance in the heat transfer coefficient calculation. In order to 
achieve an accurate calibration, the pipe before and after the test section were removed and a small cartridge heater 
(Watlow) was placed inside the test section. Both ends of the test section were insulated and the heater was set at 
various settings to provide a heat load from the inside to mimic a condensation experiment. The secondary fluid 
(HFE) was running at close to test conditions. A more detailed description can be found in Appendix B. 
The heat transfer coefficient is also sensitive to the temperature difference between the bulk fluid and wall. 
Since the bulk fluid temperature is calculated from a pressure reading, it is important that the P−T curve be accurate.  
The following figure shows P−T data taken with calibrated instruments plotted against the P−T curve fit from 
REFPROP6. 
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Figure 5.6 P−T curve of CO2 at testing conditions. 
Experimental Validification 
In order to help validate the experimental results, experiments with R22 were performed for values of Tsat 
around 20, 10, and −20 °C. The following figures show the results of these experiments plotted against the 
correlations of Cavallini et al. [1] and Dobson and Chato. [2]. 
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Figure 5.7 R22 data with Tsat = 20 °C, ∆T = 4 K, and G = 400 kg/m2·s plotted against the correlations of 
Cavallini et al. [1] and Dobson and Chato. [2]. 
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Figure 5.8 R22 data with Tsat = 10 °C, ∆T = 3 and 6 K, and G = 400 kg/m2·s plotted against the correlations of 
Cavallini et al. [1] and Dobson and Chato [2]. 
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Figure 5.9 R22 data with Tsat = −20 °C, ∆T = 3 and 6 K, and G = 400 kg/m2·s plotted against the correlations of 
Cavallini et al. [1] and Dobson and Chato [2]. 
These figures show that the data is over-predicted by Cavallini et al. [1] by ~ 500 W/m2·K at 20 °C, ~ 1000 
W/m2·K at 10 °C, and ~ 3000 W/m2·K at −20 °C. This shows that as the values of Tsat become further from the 
values used for developing correlations, Cavallini et al. [1] tends to over-predict the data more. It is interesting to 
note that the correlation of Cavallini et al. [1] predicts lower heat transfer than Dobson and Chato [2] at high 
saturation temperatures, but at low saturation temperatures, Dobson and Chato is lower. 
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Error Propagation Analysis 
A detailed description of the uncertainty propagation can be found in Appendix D. The following table lists 
the important variables in the analysis, and their relative importance in the overall error in the heat transfer 
calculation. 
Table 5.2 List of measured variables used in the uncertainty calculation of h. 
Xi 
Typical 
value Uncertainty Units 
Percent of total 
uncertainty in h 
(typical value) iX
h
∂
∂  (typical value) 
m& HFE 4.6 0.0015 m& HFE g/s 0.04866 989912 
Cp,HFE,offset 1.232 0.03075 kJ/kg⋅K 21.46 3893 
(UA)test 0.00506 0.0356 W/K 35.52 -5213 
THFE,i -31.9 0.1 °C 3.238 -560.3 
THFE,o -23.8 0.1 °C 3.155 553 
Troom 23.2 0.1 °C 0.000002777 -0.5189 
Twall -19.2 0.02887 °C 17.25 4480 
PCO2 2237 6.893 kPa 13.36 -16.51 
keff 406 0.1 keff W/m⋅K 5.967 -1.872 
 
The uncertainties of cp,HFE,offset, (UA)test, and Twall were obtained by performing an uncertainty analysis on 
each variable. For the case of cp,HFE,offset and (UA)test, the measured variables were those involved in the least squares 
analysis described in calibration section. The uncertainty in Twall is the result of an uncertainty analysis on the 
average of 12 independent thermocouple readings, each with a 0.1 °C accuracy. The uncertainties of HFEm&  and 
2CO
P  are their respective manufacturer’s reported values. The uncertainty in keff was assumed due to the wide range 
of reported values of conductivity. The final result of the uncertainty in the heat transfer coefficients are reported as 
error bars in the figures. 
Results 
The figure below shows the effect of mass flux on the heat transfer coefficient as a function of quality. The 
data shows no noticeable trend with respect to mass flux. Also, the heat transfer coefficient continuously increases 
with respect to quality. 
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Figure 5.10 Effect of G on h in a micro-finned, Dmeltdown ~ 6 mm tube at Tsat ~ −25 °C and ∆T ~ 3 K. 
The next figure shows the effect of saturation temperature. The primary effect of changing saturation 
temperature is the change in thermo-physical properties, and as a result, the heat transfer coefficient is not 
significantly affected by changing saturation temperature. The heat transfer is slightly higher for Tsat = −25 °C at the 
upper qualities, but surprisingly, the effect is not apparent at lower qualities. 
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Figure 5.11 Effect of Tsat on h in a micro-finned, Dmeltdown ~ 6 mm tube at ∆T ~ 3 K and G ~ 400 kg/m2·s. 
The following figure shows the effect of changing wall temperature (similar to changing heat flux) on the 
heat transfer coefficient. As expected, there is negligible effect of wall temperature on the heat transfer coefficient. 
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Figure 5.12 Effect of ∆T on h in a micro-finned, Dmeltdown ~ 6 mm tube at Tsat ~ −15 °C and G ~ 400 kg/m2·s. 
Comparison to Correlations 
The range of the databank used to develop Cavallini et al. [2] is shown below. 
• Di: 5.95−15.9 mm 
• nfin: 21−80 
• hfin: 0.12−0.635 mm 
• γ: 0−90 ° 
• β: 0−30 ° 
• Tsat: 22−61 °C 
• G: 80−910 kg/m2·s 
• x: 0.00−1.00 
Except for the saturation temperature, the conditions of the current study are within these ranges. The 
saturation temperature is primarily used to calculate thermo physical properties; a comparison of the thermo physical 
properties of the refrigerants used in Cavallini et al. [2] to CO2 is shown below. 
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Table 5.3 Thermo physical properties of various refrigerants used in heat transfer correlations compared to CO2. 
Tsat1 and Tsat2 are approximate low and high end of the saturation temperature range used to develop Cavallini et 
al. [2]. 
 Refrigerant Tsat [°C] Pred [-] 
ilv 
[kJ/kg] 
ρl 
[kg/m3] 
ρv 
[kg/m3] 
µl  
[g/m-s]
µv  
[g/m-s] 
cp,l  
[kJ/kg-K] 
kl 
[W/m-K] σ [N/m] 
R744 -25 0.2281 293.3 1054 43.88 0.1568 0.0128 2.114 0.1419 0.009062 
C
O
2 
R744 -15 0.3105 270.9 1008 60.73 0.1341 0.0135 2.227 0.1298 0.007097 
            
R22 22 0.1929 185.6 1203 40.72 0.1688 0.0132 1.247 0.08638 0.008525 
R134a 22 0.1499 180.5 1218 29.56 0.2017 0.0118 1.412 0.08467 0.008485 
R410a 22 0.3087 192.2 1077 60.23 0.1252 0.0135 1.647 0.09033 0.005955 
R125 22 0.3516 113.1 1207 83 0.143 0.0141 1.38 0.06114 0.004182 
R32 22 0.2694 276.9 973.3 43.35 0.1218 0.0143 1.905 0.1258 0.00726 
Lo
w
 T
sa
t 
R12 22 0.1457 139.8 1322 34.31 0.2175 0.0128 0.9519 0.07025 0.00891 
            
R22 61 0.4974 138.3 1025 114.7 0.1095 0.0189 1.552 0.06655 0.00339 
R134a 61 0.4245 137.7 1048 89.92 0.1218 0.014 1.671 0.06416 0.003602 
R410a 61 0.7941 105.7 813.9 200.4 0.0695 0.0193 2.609 0.06079 0.00091 
R125 61 0.8966 48.07 851.9 313 0.0611 0.0212 3.317 0.04178 0.000283 
R32 61 0.695 171.6 765.7 139.8 0.0708 0.0205 3.067 0.08675 0.001641 H
ig
h 
T s
at
 
R12 61 0.3788 112.7 1161 92.16 0.185 0.015 1.085 0.05597 0.004332 
 
Except for the slightly higher ilv and kl, the thermo physical properties of CO2 fall within the range of the 
other refrigerants; therefore, the correlation of Cavallini et al. [2] should be able to predict the heat transfer 
coefficient of CO2 reasonably well. 
The next figure shows some heat transfer data plotted against the correlation of Cavallini et al. [2] and Yu 
and Koyama [4]. Both correlations fail to predict the trend with respect to mass flux and the trend with respect to 
quality. Cavallini et al. [2] over-predicts the data by about 50% at the worst case. 
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Figure 5.13 Heat transfer data compared to the correlation of Cavallini et al. [2] and Yu and Koyama [4] at Tsat ~ 
−25 °C and ∆T ~ 3 K. 
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Conclusions 
In summary, the data appears to have little or no dependence on ∆T, as expected. The data also has a 
negligible effect of mass flux, which is contrary to the predictions of current correlations. In general, correlations 
over-predict the data. 
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Nomenclature 
Symbols 
A area 
cp specific heat 
D diameter 
G mass flux 
h heat transfer coefficient 
i enthalpy 
k conductivity 
L length 
m&  mass flow rate 
P pressure 
Q&  heat transfer rate 
T temperature 
U loss coefficient 
x vapor quality 
Greek symbols 
∆T Tsat − Twall 
µ dynamic viscosity 
ρ density 
σ surface tension 
Subscripts 
cal calorimeter 
eff effective 
ext external 
ft fin tip 
i inner, inlet 
l liquid 
v vapor 
red reduced 
o outer, outlet 
sat saturation 
test test section 
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Chapter 6: Enhanced Tube Pressure Drop 
Abstract 
The paper presents experimental results of pressure drop of CO2 in micro-finned tubes. Condensing 
temperatures range from −15 °C to −25 °C, making these results important for cascade and secondary loop 
applications with carbon dioxide. The tube used for these experiments has a meltdown diameter of 6.26 mm. 
Introduction 
Due to the recent interest in CO2 at low temperatures, this study presents pressure drop data for the 
condensation of CO2 at the following conditions: 
• Tsat (saturation): −15, −25 °C 
• ∆T (=Tsat−Twall): 3, 6 K 
• G: 200, 300, 400 kg/m2·s 
• x: 0.1 − 0.9 
Experimental Facility 
A simplified sketch of the testing facility is shown below. Details can be found in Appendix A. The flow in 
the loop is driven by a variable speed gear pump (1). Following the pump, the refrigerant flow is measured by a 
coriolis flow meter (Micro Motion CFM25). A calorimeter (2) is used to bring the sub-cooled liquid refrigerant to 
the desired state at the inlet of the test section. The calorimeter consists of two parallel electrical heaters. Each heater 
is inside a copper tube with refrigerant flowing through the spirally articulated annulus. By adjusting the power to 
the calorimeter, the quality of CO2 at the test section is controlled. After the calorimeter the refrigerant flows along a 
1 m long horizontal pipe in order to fully develop the flow. The CO2 then enters the heat transfer test section (3). 
After the test section there are insulated horizontal and vertical pipes (4), each 1 m long, to measure the adiabatic 
pressure drop both in horizontal and vertical flow (flow heads up). This section consists of pipes with an identical 
inner surface and diameter than that of the heat transfer test section. After leaving the pressure drop sections the CO2 
flows through a control heater (5) which supplies enough heat to keep the pressure of the system at a desired level. 
This control heater is similar to the calorimeter. The amount of heat provided by the control heater is regulated by a 
PID controller that uses the measured pressure as the control value. The CO2 is then condensed by the primary heat 
exchanger (6) with R404a flowing on the other side, and finally sub-cooled by the sub-cooling unit (7) prior to 
returning to the pump. 
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Figure 6.1  Simplified schematic of the experimental facility. 
The following two figures show sketches and pictures of the micro-finned tube (provided by Wolverine 
Tube, Inc.) used in the present study. 
 
Droot Dft Do 
γ 
β 
 
Figure 6.2 Common micro-finned tube parameters. 
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Figure 6.3 Photos of micro-finned tube (Dmeltdown = 6.26 mm). 
Several different diameters can be used to determine the inner surface area of the tube. In the present study, 
the meltdown diameter was used. The meltdown diameter is the diameter of a smooth tube with an equivalent tube 
cross sectional area as the enhanced tube. It can be determined by the following: 
( )2225.0 meltdownrootfinfin DDAn −= π  (eq. 5.1) 
finA  is the cross sectional area of one fin; it can be geometrically determined from the parameters in the following 
table. 
Table 6.1 Dimensions of the micro-finned tube used in the present study. 
Description Symbol Value 
Outer diameter Do 6.98 mm 
Root diameter Droot 6.32 mm 
Fin tip diameter Dfintip 5.97 mm 
Meltdown diameter Dmeltdown 6.26 mm 
Fin height hfin 0.18 mm 
Fin base length bfin 0.12 mm 
Gap between fins gfin 0.17 mm 
Number of fins nfin 54 
Helix angle β 14° 
Apex angle γ 24° 
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Methodology 
Pressure drop data was recorded in 1 m long adiabatic sections in horizontal and vertical orientations. 
Calibrated differential pressure transducers were used; a detailed description of the calibration of the instruments 
used in the experiments can be found in Appendix B. 
Results 
The following two figures show the effect of mass flux on the horizontal pressure drop and vertical 
pressure drop respectively, as a function of quality. As expected, the horizontal pressure drop is higher for larger 
mass fluxes and qualities. The vertical pressure drop increases as the mass flux increases, but the effect of quality is 
not as clear; the pressure drop increases with respect to quality for high mass fluxes, but becomes a decreasing 
function of quality for low mass fluxes. 
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Figure 6.4 Effect of G on horizontal pressure drop in a micro-finned, Dmeltdown ~ 6 mm tube at Tsat ~ −25 °C and 
∆T ~ 3 K. 
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Figure 6.5 Effect of G on vertical pressure drop in a micro-finned, Dmeltdown ~ 6 mm tube at Tsat ~ −25 °C and ∆T 
~ 3 K. 
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The next two figures show the effect of saturation temperature on the pressure drop. Due to the changes in 
thermo physical properties, the pressure drop at −25 °C is higher than at −15 °C in both orientations. Since this 
effect is larger at higher qualities, the cause of the increase in pressure drop is most likely due to the vapor 
properties; the vapor density in particular changes from 43.88 kg/m3 at −25 °C to 60.73 kg/m3 at −15 °C. 
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Figure 6.6 Effect of Tsat on horizontal pressure drop in a micro-finned, Dmeltdown ~ 6 mm tube at ∆T ~ 3 K and G 
~ 400 kg/m2·s. 
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Figure 6.7 Effect of Tsat on vertical pressure drop in a micro-finned, Dmeltdown ~ 6 mm tube at ∆T ~ 3 K and G ~ 
400 kg/m2·s. 
The next two figures show the effect of changing wall temperature (similar to changing heat flux) on the 
horizontal and vertical pressure drop respectively. Since the pressure drop was taken in adiabatic sections, there 
should be no difference in the pressure drop measurements. This demonstrates the repeatability of the experiment. 
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Figure 6.8 Effect of ∆T on horizontal pressure drop in a micro-finned, Dmeltdown ~ 6 mm tube at Tsat ~ −15 °C and 
G ~ 400 kg/m2·s. 
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Figure 6.9 Effect of ∆T on vertical pressure drop in a micro-finned, Dmeltdown ~ 6 mm tube at Tsat ~ −15 °C and G 
~ 400 kg/m2·s. 
Comparison to Correlations 
The figure below shows the horizontal pressure drop data plotted against Cavallini et al. [1]. The model 
accurately predicts the pressure drop for the entire set of test conditions. 
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Figure 6.10 Horizontal pressure drop data compared to the correlation of Cavallini et al. [1] at Tsat ~ −25 °C and 
∆T ~ 3 K. 
In order to predict the vertical pressure drop data, the separated flow gravity term was added to the 
Cavallini et al. [1] model. This term is simply an approximation of the weight of the fluid in the tube given by: 
( )( )lv
g
g
dz
dP ραρα −+=⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ 1  (eq. 6.1) 
In this case, the T.M. Harms et al. [3] void fraction model was used. The figure below compares this 
modified model to the data. The model accurately predicts the vertical pressure drop data. 
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Figure 6.11 Vertical pressure drop data compared to the modified correlation of Cavallini et al. [1] at Tsat ~ −25 
°C and ∆T ~ 3 K. 
Conclusions 
The pressure drop data shows reasonable trends with respect to quality, mass flux, and saturation 
temperature. The correlation of Cavallini et al. [1] accurately predicts the data in the horizontal orientation. Cavallini 
et l. [1] also predicts the vertical flow pressure drop accurately when the separated flow gravity term is included. 
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Nomenclature 
Symbols 
D diameter 
g gravitational acceleration 
G mass flux 
P pressure 
T temperature 
x vapor quality 
Greek symbols 
α void fraction 
ρ density 
∆T Tsat − Twall 
Subscripts 
ft fin tip 
i inner 
l liquid 
o outer 
v vapor 
sat saturation 
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Appendix A: Experimental Facility 
The experimental facility (Figure A.1) consists of the refrigerant loop (CO2 in this case) shown in red, the 
cooling fluid loop (3M product HFE) shown in blue, and the condenser test section. The CO2 and the cooling fluid 
exchange heat at the condenser test section. Both fluids are cooled by separate R404a loops (shown in green). 
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Figure A.1 Schematic of the experimental facility. 
Co2 Loop 
The CO2 loop starts at the plate heat exchanger (FlatPlate) with R404a evaporating on the other side. The 
R404a is used to condense the CO2. A standard R404a loop consisting of a condensing unit (Copeland 3DB3-100L-
TFC-220) and thermal expansion valve is used to supply the R404a. 
Downstream of the CO2 condenser is a receiver for liquid CO2, followed by the sub-cooler. This plate heat 
exchanger (SWEP) uses HFE as the cooling fluid running on the other side. It ensures that sub-cooled CO2 is 
supplied to the pump and mass flow meter, which is necessary for these instruments to function properly. The HFE 
side of the sub-cooler is discussed with the rest of the HFE loop. 
The liquid CO2 exiting the sub-cooler is now pumped by a variable speed gear pump (Micropump) and run 
through a mass flow meter (Micro Motion CFM25). A manual valve is placed after the mass flow meter in order to 
attain low mass flow rates without having to run the pump at low, unstable speeds. 
The CO2 now enters the calorimeter (Figure A.2), where the quality of the CO2 is adjusted to the value 
required for the experiment. The calorimeter consists of two heaters (Omega TRI-5448-240) in parallel on a 
horizontal plane. Each heater is inside a copper tube with refrigerant flowing through the spirally articulated 
annulus. The power supplied to the heaters is controlled manually with a variable voltage source (Variac) and 
measured by a wattmeter. The temperature of the CO2 is measured right before and after the calorimeter, and the 
saturation pressure is measured with a pressure transducer (Sensotec THE-3883-06TJA) right after the test section. 
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Figure A.2 Schematic of flow articulated heaters. 
After exiting the calorimeter, the CO2 flows through a 1 m long flow developing section, and then enters 
the condenser test section tube, which will be described in detail later.  
Immediately following the condenser test section is a removable piece of copper pipe. This pipe is replaced 
by an acrylic sight glass (Figures 3 and 4) when flow visualizations are needed. 
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Figure A.3 Schematic of acrylic sight glass. 
 
Figure A.4 Photo of acrylic sight glass. 
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The CO2 then enters the horizontal and vertical pressure drop sections, in that order. A differential pressure 
transducer (Sensotec Z-5556-01) is used to measure the pressure drop for each section. 
Following the pressure drop sections, the CO2 then flows through the control heaters (see Figure A.2). The 
control heaters are similar in arrangement to the calorimeter heaters, with the exception that the control heaters are 
in series while the calorimeter heaters are in parallel. The control heaters’ function is to maintain the saturation 
pressure at the required value by creating a heat load in order to balance the capacity of the refrigeration unit at the 
required saturation condition. This is accomplished by the use of a PID controller (Watlow 93) using the pressure 
measurement as the input. After the CO2 leaves the control heaters, it returns back to the R404a heat exchanger 
where it is condensed. 
HFE Loop 
Similar to the CO2 loop, the HFE loop starts at a plate heat exchanger with R404a evaporating on the other 
side. The R404a loop for the HFE is independent of the R404a loop for the CO2; it runs with a separate condensing 
unit (Copeland KWLB-015E-CAV-100) and its own thermal expansion valve. 
Following the R404a evaporator is the pump (March MFG AC-5C-MD) for the coolant (HFE in this case). 
Unlike the pump for the CO2, which has a speed controller, the HFE pump runs at full speed with a bypass to control 
the flow to the test section. 
After the pump, the loop splits into two branches; one of them leads to the sub-cooler, while the other one 
allows the flow to bypass the sub-cooler. The HFE that goes to the sub-cooler cools the CO2, and then returns to the 
other end of the bypass at a higher temperature. There are manual valves located on the bypass and on the path to the 
sub-cooler; these valves distribute the flow such that there is sufficient sub-cooling. 
After the two branches rejoin, the HFE runs through the filter/dryer in order to remove any water that might 
remain in the HFE and filter the fluid. This is necessary since the temperature of the HFE will be well below the 
freezing point of water and small ice particles may affect the flow. 
The flow is then branched again; one of the branches returns to the R404a heat exchanger. This branch 
basically allows the HFE pump to run a high flow rate through the R404a heat exchanger (maintaining a sufficient 
capacity), and at the same time, have a variable mass flow through the rest of the loop. The second branch leads to 
the mass flow meter (Micro Motion CFM25). 
Immediately following the mass flow meter is a manual valve that controls the mass flow of the HFE. 
Following this valve is the HFE control heater (see Figure A.2). This heater is similar to the heaters in the CO2 loop, 
except that there is only one heater for the HFE (as opposed the pair of heaters for the calorimeter). This heater is 
manually controlled by its own variable voltage source (Variac). 
The HFE then enters the condenser test section, where it condenses the CO2 (described in detail below). A 
thermocouple probe measures the HFE temperature entering the condenser test section, and one measures the HFE 
temperature after the condenser test section. After exiting the condenser test section, the HFE returns back to the 
R404a heat exchanger, which finishes the loop. 
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Condenser Test Section 
The condenser test section consists of an inner test section tube where the CO2 flows, a two-part brass 
jacket that creates a uniform wall temperature at the test section tube, and outer pipes soldered around the perimeter 
of the brass jacket where HFE flows. These components are shown in Figures 5 and 6. 
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Figure A.5 Schematic of the cross section of the condenser. 
 
 
Figure A.6 Photo of condenser test section with brass section opened. 
Figure A.7 demonstrates the flow path of the HFE. The HFE flow is first branched to the back and front of 
the brass jacket. The branch at the back leads to eight parallel sub-branches going over the top to the front of the 
brass jacket; each sub-branch then connects to a single pipe that combines the eight flows. Directly underneath this 
pipe is the front branch, which has eight sub-branches going from the front to the back traveling underneath the 
brass jacket; again, the sub-branches connect to a flow-combining pipe running along the back underneath the back 
branch. The two combining pipes join afterwards to continue the flow.  
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Figure A.7 Photo of the test section without insulation. The HFE (blue) flows in two paths: one across the top 
and one across the bottom. The CO2 (red) flows through the middle of the test section. 
The test section tube has 12 wall thermocouples soldered into machined grooves; four evenly spaced 
around the outer perimeter at three locations along the copper pipe (shown in Figure A.8).  
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Figure A.8 Test section for Di = 6.10 mm pipe. 
For the case of the micro-finned tube (which is too thin to apply sufficiently deep grooves), the tube is 
placed inside of a larger copper tube (standard 3/8”) that has the same outer diameter of the smooth tube; the gap is 
then filled with tin. 
Figures 9 and 10 show sketches and pictures of the micro-finned tube (provided by Wolverine Tube, Inc.) 
used in the present study. Table A.1 reports various dimensions of the tubes used in the experiments. 
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Table A.1 Dimensions of the tubes used in present study. 
Enhanced Tube Smooth Tube 
Description Symbol Value Description Symbol Value 
Outer diameter Do 6.98 mm Outer diameter Do 9.60 mm 
Root diameter Droot 6.32 mm Inner diameter Di 6.10 mm 
Fin tip diameter Dfintip 5.97 mm    
Meltdown diameter Dmeltdown 6.26 mm    
Fin height hfin 0.18 mm    
Fin base length bfin 0.12 mm    
Gap between fins gfin 0.17 mm    
Number of fins nfin 54    
Helix angle β 14°    
Apex angle γ 24°    
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Figure A.9 Common micro-fin tube parameters. 
 
 
Figure A.10 Photos of micro-finned tube (Di ~ 6 mm). 
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The outer diameter in Table A.1 refers to the outer diameter of the micro-finned tube prior to being 
soldered into a larger copper tube. The melt-down diameter is the inner diameter of a hypothetical smooth tube with 
the same outer diameter and cross sectional area of the micro-finned tube. 
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Appendix B: Calibration 
Various methods were used to perform the calibration of the system parameters. The parameters calibrated 
include thermocouples, UA values, and pressure transducers. Special procedures were used in calibrating the test 
section and a P−T curve correction was calculated. 
Thermocouple Calibration 
The calibration of the twelve wall thermocouples (after being soldered onto the test section), two HFE 
thermocouple probes and the two calorimeter thermocouple probes are based off of measurements at two 
temperatures: the freezing point of water and room temperature. For the first condition, all thermocouples were 
placed in an insulated container filled with an ice-water mixture; steady state data was collected. For the room 
temperature condition, the thermocouples were placed between two layers of insulation; steady state data was 
collected overnight. The calibration constant arrays m[x] and b[x] are calculated by the following equations: 
][][*][, xbxTxmT roomroomavg +=  (eq. B.1) 
][][*][, xbxTxmT icewatericewatreravg +=  (eq. B.2) 
x represents any one thermocouple, roomavgT ,  is the average of the average room temperature reading of all 
thermocouples,  icewateravgT ,  is the average of the average ice-water temperature reading of all thermocouples, 
][xTroom  is the average room temperature reading of thermocouple x, and ][xTicewater  is the average ice-water 
temperature reading of thermocouple x. The constants are then applied as follows: 
][][*][][ xbxTxmxT rawcorr +=  (eq. B.3) 
][xTcorr  is the corrected temperature of thermocouple x and ][xTraw  is the raw temperature reading of 
thermocouple x. The following figures demonstrate the effect of the calibration constants on the original calibration 
data for the smooth, 6.10 mm inner diameter tube. 
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Figure B.1 Raw ice-water temperature reading. 
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Figure B.2 Corrected ice-water temperature reading. 
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Figure B.3 Raw room temperature reading. 
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Figure B.4 Corrected room temperature reading. 
UA Calibration 
The heat loss coefficient, or UA value, is needed for three sections of the loop: the calorimeter, the length 
of pipe that brings the CO2 to the condenser test section from the calorimeter, and the test section itself. The test 
section is handled in a special fashion described in a later section. In order to calculate the UA value of the 
calorimeter, sub-cooled CO2 is pumped at a measured mass flow rate through the calorimeter, and the 
thermocouples Tcal,i and Tcal,o record the inlet and outlet temperatures. The room temperature is recorded by an 
onboard thermister in the CR23X data logger. The heat transferred Q and the log mean temperature difference 
LMTD are then determined by the following equations:  
( )icalocalCOpCO TTcmQ ,,, 22 −= &&  (eq. B.4) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )( )roomocalroomical
roomocalroomical
TTTT
TTTT
LMTD −−
−−−=
,,
,,
/ln
 (eq. B.5) 
Data was collected for three different CO2 temperatures and a linear fit was applied to the results as shown 
in Figure B.5 to get a slope, which gives UAcal = 0.1923 W/°C with a standard deviation of ± 0.0101 W/°C. 
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Figure B.5 Linear fit of Q&  vs. LMTD for calorimeter. 
The UA value for the length of pipe is calculated in a similar fashion; the only difference is that an elbow 
with a thermocouple probe was inserted right before the test section in order to measure the length of pipe outlet 
temperature. Tcal,o is used for the length of pipe inlet temperature. The results of the linear fit are shown in Figure 
B.6 and give UApipe = 0.1714 ± 0.01056 W/°C. 
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Figure B.6 Linear fit of Q&  vs. LMTD for pipe between calorimeter and test section. 
Pressure Transducer Calibration 
The calibration of the absolute pressure transducer was performed using a counter weight calibration 
machine. Two known pressure was applied to the transducer and the corresponding voltage was recorded. Since the 
relationship between the voltage and pressure reading is linear, the result was an equation converting voltage to 
pressure. 
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For the differential pressure transducer, a manometer was used to calculate the pressure applied to the 
differential pressure transducer.  The manometer reading and the voltage reading was recorded for several pressure 
differences. The result is shown in Figure B.7. 
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Figure B.7 Conversion of differential pressure transducer mV output to kPa. 
Test Section Calibration 
In order to calibrate the loss coefficient for the test section and the errors in the secondary fluid (HFE) 
energy balance, the pipe prior and after the test section were removed and a small cartridge heater (Watlow) was 
placed inside the test section. Both ends of the test section were insulated and the heater was set at various settings 
to provide a heat load from the inside. The secondary fluid (HFE) was running at close to test conditions.  The 
following equation shows the energy balance of the calibration experiment: 
( ) ( )LMTDUAQQ testheaterHFE += &&  (eq. B.6) 
The (UA)test is the loss coefficient of the test section and the LMTD is the log mean temperature difference between 
the secondary fluid and the environment. Substituting in the measured terms for the two heat terms yields: 
( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )LMTDUAIVTcm testHFEHFEpHFE +=∆,&  (eq. B.7) 
The manufacturers of HFE (3M) report the cp,HFE to be: 
( )( ) ( )133.1002.0 ,, += avgHFEHFEp Tc  (eq. B.8) 
Keeping the temperature dependent term for the cp,HFE and throwing all other errors into the cp,HFE,offset term gives the 
following equation: 
( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )LMTDUAIVTcTm testHFEoffsetHFEpavgHFEHFE +=∆+ ,,,002.0&  (eq. B.9) 
Rearranging Equation 9 to take on a linear form yields: 
( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )testoffsetHFEpHFEHFEHFEavgHFEHFE UAcLMTDTmLMTD TTmIV −∆=∆− ,,,002.0 &
&
(eq. B.10) 
Five separate calibration tests were run and a least squares linear curve fit was applied to Equation 10 to get 
cp,HFE,offset = 1.232 ± 0.03705 kJ/kg·K and (UA)test = 0.005061 ± 0.0356 W/°C.   
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Figure B.8 Calibration of test section. UA is the negative of the offset, and cp,HFE,offset is the slope. 
Verification of P−T Curve 
The heat transfer coefficient is dependant on the temperature difference between the bulk fluid and wall. 
Since the bulk fluid temperature is calculated from a pressure reading, it is important that the P−T curve be accurate.  
Figure B.9 shows P−T data taken with calibrated instruments (described above) plotted against the P−T curve fit 
from REFPROP6. 
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Figure B.9 P−T curve of CO2 at testing conditions. 
The data was taken by first running the system until the CO2 saturation temperature was below −30 °C. The 
system was then turned off, and the valve located before the calorimeter was closed. Liquid gathers in the 
calorimeter, making the thermocouple located after the calorimeter an ideal temperature measurement for steady 
state saturation temperature. The pressure reading was taken after the test section at a higher altitude, where vapor is 
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located. This ensures a more stable pressure reading. From the figure, it is clear that there is little discrepancy 
between the P−T data taken and the REFPROP6 curve.  
Verification of Conduction Code 
In Appendix C, there is a finite element code used to calculate heat loss by conduction down the length of 
pipe on both ends of the test section. In order to verify the accuracy of this code, a thermocouple was placed 2 cm 
past the test section. This temperature measurement was then compared to the predicted temperature from the finite 
element code. One example is shown in Figure B.10. 
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Figure B.10 Measured temperature point plotted against the temperature profile predicted by the finite element 
code given in Appendix C. 
From the figure, it is clear that the finite element code accurately predicts the temperature profile, which 
validates the use of the code. 
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Appendix C: Methodology 
The equation used to calculate the heat transfer coefficient h is: 
( )( )wallCOtestiCO TTLDhQ −= 22 π&  (eq. C.1) 
2CO
Q&  is the heat transferred from the CO2 to the HFE, Di is the inner diameter of the tube (for the case of enhanced 
tubes, the meltdown diameter was used), Ltest is the effective length of the test section (0.15 m), 2COT  is the 
saturation temperature of the CO2 corresponding to the measured pressure, and Twall is the average of the 12 
measured wall temperatures. 
2CO
Q& is given by the following equation: 
condHFEextHFECO QQQQ &&&& −−= ,2  (eq. C.2) 
HFEQ&  is the total heat transferred to the HFE, HFEextQ ,&  is the external heat transferred to the HFE from the 
environment, and condQ&  is the heat transferred to the HFE due to conduction along the pipe just before and after the 
test section. 
HFEQ&  is calculated from the following equation: 
( )iHFEoHFEHFEpHFEHFE TTcmQ ,,, −= &&  (eq. C.3) 
HFEm&  is the measured mass flow rate of the HFE, THFE,o is the measured temperature of the HFE exiting the test 
section, THFE,i is the measured temperature of the HFE entering the test section, and cp,HFE is the specific heat of HFE 
given by: 
[ ] [ ]( )
2
002.0 ,,,,,
CTCT
cc oHFEiHFEoffsetHFEpHFEp
°+°+=   (eq. C.4) 
This equation was provided by the manufacturers of HFE (3M). Note that THFE,i and THFE,o must be in °C for eq. C.4 
to work. 
HFEextQ ,&  is calculated from the following equation: 
( ) LMTDUAQ testHFEext =,&  (eq. C.5) 
(UA)test is the UA value of the test section determined by calibration, and LMTD is the log mean temperature 
difference between the HFE and the room air. 
The quality of the CO2 at the inlet of the test section xi is found using two other thermodynamic properties, 
namely the inlet enthalpy ii and pressure Pi. The enthalpy at the inlet ii is controlled by a calorimeter; the equation 
used to calculate ii is: 
( ) pipeextcalexticaliCOcal QQiimQ ,,,2 &&&& −−−=  (eq. C.6) 
calQ&  is the controlled heat input from the calorimeter and 2COm&  is the measured mass flow rate of CO2. ical,i is the 
enthalpy of the CO2 at the inlet to the calorimeter; it is evaluated using two measured thermodynamic properties, 
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namely Tcal,i and Pcal,i. calextQ ,&  and pipeextQ ,&  are external heat inputs to the calorimeter and piping between the 
calorimeter and test section respectively; both are evaluated in a similar fashion as HFEextQ ,& . 
The outlet quality xo is calculated using the following equation: 
( )oilvCOCO xximQ −= 22 &&  (eq. C.7) 
where ilv is the enthalpy of vaporization of CO2. 
Conduction Effect 
Due to the relatively small values of heat being transferred in the test section, it is important to calculate the 
heat transferred to the cooling fluid (HFE) by conduction along the section of pipe before and after the test section 
( condQ& ). This heat is accounted for by applying a simple finite element code. The assumptions are as follows: 
1. The pipe element immediately following the test section is at the temperature of the average wall 
thermocouple reading. 
2. The pipe element far away from the test section (~ 100 mm is sufficient to reduce temperature 
gradient to less than 0.1 °C/mm) is at the saturation temperature of the CO2. 
3. The heat transfer coefficient of the CO2 in the conduction elements is the same as it was in the test 
section. 
4. The conduction effect on the left side of the test section is identical to that on the right side. 
5. The copper tube prior to and after the test section is well insulated. 
 
The code is applied to the section of pipe to the right of the test section and uses 1−D elements of a cross 
section of the pipe, each 1 mm in length (rough figure shown in Figure C.1). 
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2C O
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Figure C.1 Domain of the finite element code. Note that drawing is not to scale and not all nodes are depicted. 
The equations for each node is given by: 
( )1,, −−∆= iicsefficondout TTAy
k
Q&  (eq. C.8) 
( )iicsefficondin TTAy
k
Q −∆= +1,,
&  (eq. C.9) 
( )iCOsurficonvin TTAhQ −∆= 2,,&  (eq. C.10) 
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iconvinicondinicondout QQQ ,,,,,, &&& +=  (eq. C.11) 
Acs is the cross sectional area of the tube material, ∆y is the distance between elements (in this case, 1 mm), ∆Asurf is 
the inner tube surface area of one element, and keff is the effective conductivity for the tube. In the case of the 
smooth tube data, keff is simply the conductivity of copper, but for the micro-finned tubes (which have tin soldered 
between two copper tubes), keff is given by: 
SnSnCuCucseff AkAkAk +=  (eq. C.12) 
ACu is the cross sectional area taken by the copper and ASn is the cross sectional area taken by the tin. 
Each element has a heat in by conduction from the element on the right, a heat out by conduction from the 
element on the left, and a heat in by convection from the CO2 inside the pipe, which uses the heat transfer coefficient 
at the test section. Since the heat transfer coefficient is dependant on the heat from conduction, the algorithm 
becomes iterative. The heat out of the element next to the test section becomes the heat into the test section from the 
right by conduction, and the result is doubled to get the total heat in by conduction. 
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Appendix D: Uncertainty Analysis 
An uncertainty propagation analysis was performed on the heat transfer coefficient h using the standard 
equation: 
∑ ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
∂
∂=
i
i
i
X
X
YY δδ  (eq. D.1) 
where δY is the calculated uncertainty of the variable Y (in this case, Y is h) and δXi is the uncertainty of the 
measured variable Xi. Combining eq. C.1 through eq. C.7 yields the following equations for h: 
condHFEextHFE QQQ
hhhh &&& ++=
,
 (eq. D.2) 
( )
( )wallCOsurf
iHFEoHFE
oHFEiHFE
offsetHFEpHFE
Q TTA
TT
TT
cm
h
HFE −
−⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −+
=
2
,,
,,
,, 2
002.0&
&  (eq. D.3) 
( ) ( ) ( )( )
( )wallCOsurf
oHFEroom
iHFEroom
oHFEroomiHFEroomtest
Q TTA
TT
TT
TTTTUA
h
HFEext −
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−
−−−−−
=
2
,
,
,
,, ln
&  (eq. D.4) 
( )
( )wallCOsurf
wallics
eff
Q TTA
TTA
y
k
h
cond −
−∆−=
=
2
12
&   (eq. D.5) 
Troom is the measured reference temperature of the room and Ti=1 is the calculated temperature of the first node past 
the test section from the conduction finite element code. 
The variables used in this uncertainty analysis include all of the variables in eq. 2, with the exception of 
Asurf, Acs, ∆y (assumed to be known), and Ti=1 (artifact of finite element code). Also, since 2COP , rather than 2COT , 
is measured, 
2CO
P  is the variable used in the uncertainty analysis. The variables used and their uncertainties are 
shown in Table D.1. 
Table D.1 List of measured variables used in the uncertainty calculation of h. 
Xi 
Typical 
value Uncertainty Units 
Percent of total 
uncertainty in h 
(typical value) iX
h
∂
∂  (typical value) 
m& HFE 4.6 0.0015 m& HFE g/s 0.04866 989912 
Cp,HFE,offset 1.232 0.03075 kJ/kg⋅K 21.46 3893 
(UA)test 0.00506 0.0356 W/K 35.52 -5213 
THFE,i -31.9 0.1 °C 3.238 -560.3 
THFE,o -23.8 0.1 °C 3.155 553 
Troom 23.2 0.1 °C 0.000002777 -0.5189 
Twall -19.2 0.02887 °C 17.25 4480 
PCO2 2237 6.893 kPa 13.36 -16.51 
keff 406 0.1 keff W/m⋅K 5.967 -1.872 
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The uncertainties of cp,HFE,offset, (UA)test, and Twall were obtained by performing an uncertainty analysis on 
each variable. For the case of cp,HFE,offset and (UA)test, the measured variables were those involved in the least squares 
analysis described in Appendix B. The uncertainty in Twall is the result of an uncertainty analysis on the average of 
12 independent thermocouple readings, each with a 0.1 °C accuracy. The uncertainties of HFEm&  and 2COP  are their 
respective manufacturer’s reported values. The uncertainty in keff was assumed due to the wide range of reported 
values of conductivity. 
In order to calculate the partial derivative of h with respect to 
2CO
P , the following equation is used: 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
∂
∂×⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
∂
∂=∂
∂
2
2
22 CO
CO
COCO P
T
T
h
P
h
 (eq. D.6) 
The last term in eq. D.6 is obtained by approximating the slope of the P−T curve of CO2 at the measured pressure. 
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Appendix E: Data 
Table E.1 Smooth tube data for Di ~ 6 mm tube 
h 
[W/m2·K] 
x 
[−] 
Tsat 
[°C] 
G 
[kg/m2·s] 
∆T 
[K] 
Twall 
[°C] 
HTCerr 
[W/m2·K] 
xerr 
[−] 
dPhoriz 
[kPa] 
dPvert
[kPa] 
2653 0.1169 -15.77 202.5 3.03 -18.80 286 0.0072 #N/A 3.790 
2716 0.1095 -15.78 198.5 3.34 -19.12 269 0.0082 #N/A 3.851 
3009 0.3372 -15.78 198.5 3.55 -19.34 272 0.0097 0.618 2.327 
2998 0.5196 -15.78 198.9 3.12 -18.90 299 0.0085 #N/A 1.772 
2990 0.5039 -15.78 199.4 3.13 -18.91 299 0.0085 #N/A 1.795 
3609 0.7089 -15.79 197.5 3.46 -19.25 299 0.0114 1.269 1.563 
3715 0.8300 -15.78 202.5 3.24 -19.02 318 0.0107 #N/A 1.286 
2876 0.1064 -15.90 303.1 3.25 -19.15 282 0.0056 0.580 4.124 
2881 0.1076 -15.80 299.7 3.31 -19.12 278 0.0057 0.603 4.160 
2980 0.3002 -15.79 304.4 5.02 -20.81 230 0.0089 1.268 3.079 
3461 0.3040 -15.80 300.8 3.08 -18.88 314 0.0064 1.238 3.082 
3792 0.5070 -15.80 299.2 3.40 -19.20 311 0.0078 2.225 3.016 
3792 0.5070 -15.80 299.2 3.40 -19.20 311 0.0078 2.225 3.016 
4208 0.6942 -15.79 302.1 3.56 -19.35 323 0.0089 3.187 3.212 
5169 0.9102 -15.80 299.1 3.32 -19.12 377 0.0104 3.309 2.698 
5082 0.9059 -15.69 299.7 3.38 -19.08 370 0.0104 3.312 2.740 
2724 0.1047 -15.81 402.9 4.25 -20.06 256 0.0052 #N/A 4.543 
3069 0.1060 -15.81 401.8 3.44 -19.25 302 0.0047 #N/A 4.496 
3315 0.1059 -15.82 402.7 3.11 -18.93 329 0.0046 #N/A 4.619 
3200 0.1051 -15.87 402.8 3.18 -19.05 323 0.0046 #N/A 4.557 
3702 0.3049 -15.80 400.7 4.66 -20.47 270 0.0078 2.267 3.982 
3598 0.3079 -15.78 403.0 3.30 -19.08 313 0.0053 2.285 4.127 
4411 0.4831 -15.82 402.7 3.38 -19.20 352 0.0067 #N/A 4.702 
4483 0.5017 -15.80 402.0 3.22 -19.02 366 0.0065 #N/A 4.796 
5499 0.7008 -15.82 404.5 3.00 -18.82 420 0.0073 5.612 5.522 
5985 0.8225 -15.77 403.0 4.06 -19.83 387 0.0109 #N/A 5.575 
5623 0.8038 -15.78 404.3 3.31 -19.09 401 0.0083 #N/A 5.582 
2419 0.1079 -15.78 197.1 5.83 -21.61 196 0.0129 #N/A 4.097 
2382 0.1037 -15.78 198.4 6.15 -21.94 190 0.0133 #N/A 4.102 
2774 0.3307 -15.80 198.7 6.22 -22.02 202 0.0157 0.588 2.423 
3136 0.4969 -15.78 204.2 6.08 -21.86 224 0.0168 #N/A 1.863 
3099 0.5015 -15.78 199.7 6.21 -21.99 215 0.0174 0.878 1.830 
2893 0.4948 -15.77 197.7 5.15 -20.92 221 0.0136 0.847 1.819 
3457 0.7005 -15.77 197.8 6.23 -22.00 229 0.0196 1.229 1.610 
3725 0.8029 -15.76 200.4 6.43 -22.19 253 0.0215 #N/A 1.433 
3092 0.3053 -15.79 301.7 6.27 -22.06 228 0.0116 1.224 3.138 
2664 0.1029 -15.81 401.3 6.16 -21.98 220 0.0074 #N/A 4.727 
3756 0.3176 -15.85 399.8 5.16 -21.00 266 0.0087 2.260 4.087 
3698 0.3012 -15.80 399.5 6.40 -22.20 258 0.0107 2.164 4.054 
4589 0.5024 -15.79 400.5 6.21 -22.00 359 0.0128 #N/A 4.681 
5627 0.6949 -15.66 401.2 6.25 -21.91 385 0.0158 5.427 5.323 
5925 0.7800 -15.78 402.3 6.12 -21.90 408 0.0163 #N/A 5.619 
5997 0.7990 -15.82 403.2 6.07 -21.89 412 0.0163 #N/A 5.656 
2636 0.1030 -25.54 199.3 3.22 -28.76 354 0.0071 0.323 3.541 
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h 
[W/m2·K] 
x 
[−] 
Tsat 
[°C] 
G 
[kg/m2·s] 
∆T 
[K] 
Twall 
[°C] 
HTCerr 
[W/m2·K] 
xerr 
[−] 
dPhoriz 
[kPa] 
dPvert
[kPa] 
2974 0.5036 -25.58 200.9 6.19 -31.77 331 0.0153 1.317 1.971 
2974 0.5036 -25.58 200.9 6.19 -31.77 331 0.0153 1.317 1.971 
3797 0.7899 -25.51 199.4 3.41 -28.93 390 0.0109 2.118 1.728 
3844 0.8001 -25.58 200.6 3.20 -28.78 406 0.0102 2.159 1.754 
2689 0.1082 -25.54 300.4 2.98 -28.52 363 0.0045 #N/A 3.887 
3267 0.3178 -25.53 300.0 2.87 -28.40 410 0.0052 #N/A 3.427 
4082 0.4868 -25.54 296.9 3.33 -28.88 416 0.0077 #N/A 3.905 
4225 0.5015 -25.53 302.4 2.96 -28.49 443 0.0069 #N/A 4.044 
4950 0.7173 -25.54 300.3 3.45 -28.99 521 0.0095 #N/A 4.500 
5076 0.7076 -25.51 298.5 2.93 -28.45 498 0.0083 #N/A 4.485 
5925 0.8861 -25.52 301.5 3.18 -28.69 559 0.0104 #N/A 4.231 
6036 0.9070 -25.51 299.5 3.07 -28.59 578 0.0103 #N/A 4.010 
2717 0.1123 -25.52 400.3 3.20 -28.72 339 0.0036 1.235 4.514 
3831 0.2943 -25.55 401.8 3.75 -29.30 411 0.0060 3.178 4.853 
3945 0.3076 -25.54 399.8 3.27 -28.81 420 0.0054 3.305 4.950 
4712 0.5014 -25.54 401.2 3.23 -28.76 464 0.0063 6.190 6.478 
6337 0.7026 -25.52 406.2 2.76 -28.28 609 0.0072 8.198 7.931 
6261 0.7017 -25.51 403.7 2.88 -28.39 596 0.0075 8.130 7.810 
6177 0.7016 -25.56 402.8 3.32 -28.88 593 0.0085 8.103 7.808 
6058 0.8018 -25.54 400.6 3.24 -28.78 566 0.0082 8.518 8.030 
2410 0.1002 -25.55 199.2 6.05 -31.60 269 0.0122 0.299 3.655 
2425 0.1071 -25.53 201.3 6.05 -31.59 270 0.0122 0.312 3.616 
2974 0.5036 -25.58 200.9 6.19 -31.77 331 0.0153 1.317 1.971 
2974 0.5036 -25.58 200.9 6.19 -31.77 331 0.0153 1.317 1.971 
3870 0.7895 -25.57 200.9 5.51 -31.08 398 0.0177 2.146 1.784 
3908 0.8102 -25.55 201.1 5.56 -31.10 407 0.0180 2.155 1.730 
6165 0.8899 -25.52 299.8 4.91 -30.44 714 0.0169 #N/A 4.219 
6106 0.9019 -25.52 296.1 4.95 -30.48 707 0.0171 #N/A 4.016 
2655 0.1147 -25.51 402.1 6.12 -31.63 306 0.0068 1.235 4.496 
2634 0.1072 -25.53 399.3 6.15 -31.68 304 0.0068 1.141 4.585 
3857 0.3178 -25.58 388.0 5.15 -30.73 458 0.0086 3.207 4.829 
3875 0.3071 -25.54 399.2 5.75 -31.29 485 0.0093 3.205 4.891 
3857 0.3076 -25.55 403.1 6.05 -31.60 497 0.0097 3.235 4.925 
4774 0.4937 -25.53 400.4 4.90 -30.43 501 0.0098 5.925 6.338 
4795 0.5068 -25.53 401.0 4.91 -30.44 502 0.0098 6.101 6.466 
5054 0.5064 -25.54 399.5 5.70 -31.24 601 0.0120 5.972 6.390 
6340 0.6975 -25.54 402.1 4.70 -30.24 695 0.0124 7.928 7.661 
6504 0.6958 -25.53 400.7 5.03 -30.55 757 0.0136 7.886 7.604 
6484 0.7874 -25.53 400.9 5.15 -30.67 710 0.0139 8.455 7.996 
6634 0.8048 -25.52 401.1 5.00 -30.52 731 0.0138 8.500 7.967 
2790 0.1141 -25.56 400.0 8.16 -33.73 423 0.0095 1.191 4.491 
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Table E.2 Enhanced tube data for Di ~ 6 mm tube 
h 
[W/m2·K] 
x 
[−] 
Tsat 
[°C] 
G 
[kg/m2·s] 
∆T 
[K] 
Twall 
[°C] 
HTCerr 
[W/m2·K] 
xerr  
[−] 
dPhoriz 
[kPa] 
dPvert
[kPa] 
4954 0.1232 -15.79 208.5 3.33 -19.12 358 0.0139 0.501 4.230 
4950 0.1138 -15.79 208.1 3.24 -19.03 364 0.0136 0.538 4.189 
4984 0.1141 -15.78 206.1 3.21 -18.99 368 0.0136 0.529 4.174 
7002 0.3048 -15.60 203.8 3.08 -18.68 473 0.0186 0.912 3.226 
6973 0.3165 -15.88 194.4 3.06 -18.95 474 0.0193 0.889 3.027 
6891 0.2968 -15.79 205.1 3.13 -18.92 465 0.0185 0.913 3.244 
8260 0.5418 -15.76 200.3 3.42 -19.18 529 0.0248 1.416 2.570 
8072 0.5078 -15.77 201.4 3.27 -19.04 526 0.0230 1.376 2.624 
9680 0.7056 -15.77 201.5 3.18 -18.96 626 0.0269 1.748 2.314 
13174 0.8809 -15.78 205.8 4.64 -20.42 1181 0.0522 1.959 2.010 
13400 0.9242 -15.63 197.2 3.59 -19.22 948 0.0429 1.765 1.712 
13165 0.9098 -15.61 199.0 3.13 -18.74 882 0.0365 1.793 1.712 
5723 0.1096 -15.84 399.7 2.92 -18.76 417 0.0073 1.633 5.752 
7358 0.3159 -15.82 399.5 2.96 -18.79 496 0.0096 3.370 5.587 
7215 0.2934 -15.78 400.1 3.08 -18.86 478 0.0098 3.206 5.543 
8562 0.5005 -15.82 398.5 2.98 -18.79 559 0.0112 5.026 6.428 
10068 0.6390 -15.79 400.1 3.68 -19.47 672 0.0163 6.424 7.194 
10905 0.7069 -15.78 396.5 3.23 -19.01 723 0.0156 6.933 7.434 
14439 0.8944 -15.77 396.1 3.92 -19.69 1054 0.0251 7.260 7.580 
13852 0.8922 -15.77 398.8 3.62 -19.38 971 0.0221 7.375 7.681 
14671 0.9062 -15.78 394.9 2.88 -18.66 978 0.0188 7.179 7.403 
4585 0.1317 -15.68 213.5 5.69 -21.37 302 0.0215 0.559 4.384 
4419 0.1127 -15.75 205.0 6.16 -21.91 302 0.0233 0.471 4.502 
6482 0.2925 -15.76 201.7 6.04 -21.80 455 0.0341 0.886 3.308 
6616 0.3108 -15.78 201.8 5.95 -21.73 463 0.0343 0.891 3.225 
8021 0.4992 -15.78 201.7 6.29 -22.07 664 0.0439 1.314 2.678 
7984 0.5110 -15.77 201.2 6.08 -21.85 631 0.0424 1.336 2.665 
9660 0.6968 -15.76 199.8 5.76 -21.53 827 0.0490 1.677 2.357 
14996 0.9328 -15.78 197.9 4.64 -20.43 1603 0.0618 1.773 1.712 
13899 0.9091 -15.79 197.9 4.90 -20.69 1509 0.0605 1.801 1.716 
5561 0.1101 -15.92 398.1 6.37 -22.29 385 0.0156 1.506 5.768 
5554 0.1087 -15.81 399.0 6.41 -22.22 383 0.0157 1.514 5.817 
6853 0.3019 -15.86 392.8 5.54 -21.40 456 0.0170 3.076 5.393 
6880 0.3079 -15.81 395.1 5.71 -21.52 465 0.0175 3.196 5.360 
8371 0.5068 -15.75 399.2 5.13 -20.88 555 0.0189 4.992 6.409 
11040 0.6932 -15.80 398.9 4.44 -20.23 827 0.0216 6.871 7.347 
11475 0.7138 -15.79 396.3 5.20 -20.98 995 0.0264 6.919 7.337 
11227 0.6944 -15.79 399.1 5.29 -21.08 975 0.0262 6.846 7.363 
11312 0.6989 -15.79 397.4 5.92 -21.71 1242 0.0296 6.816 7.309 
14503 0.8828 -15.78 396.4 4.90 -20.68 1516 0.0315 7.331 7.665 
4878 0.1134 -25.48 203.0 3.87 -29.35 571 0.0151 0.617 3.891 
5004 0.1062 -25.52 205.8 3.43 -28.95 547 0.0136 0.623 4.102 
6998 0.2632 -25.77 202.8 3.21 -28.98 773 0.0180 1.108 3.385 
7456 0.3140 -25.52 203.2 2.93 -28.45 806 0.0175 1.317 3.222 
8747 0.4890 -25.54 205.7 3.22 -28.76 1040 0.0223 2.003 3.084 
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h 
[W/m2·K] 
x 
[−] 
Tsat 
[°C] 
G 
[kg/m2·s] 
∆T 
[K] 
Twall 
[°C] 
HTCerr 
[W/m2·K] 
xerr  
[−] 
dPhoriz 
[kPa] 
dPvert
[kPa] 
8822 0.5104 -25.53 206.0 3.20 -28.73 1047 0.0223 2.059 3.116 
12062 0.7065 -25.56 204.1 2.82 -28.38 1463 0.0271 2.585 2.898 
16489 0.9112 -25.47 203.7 2.22 -27.68 1982 0.0293 2.582 2.319 
4907 0.0949 -25.51 303.5 3.79 -29.30 585 0.0100 1.153 4.742 
5231 0.1067 -25.52 306.3 3.37 -28.88 596 0.0094 1.241 4.932 
5067 0.1003 -25.56 301.8 3.05 -28.61 573 0.0083 1.200 4.658 
7275 0.3119 -25.54 295.1 3.12 -28.65 925 0.0125 2.661 4.630 
7218 0.3067 -25.55 299.7 3.12 -28.67 922 0.0122 2.723 4.649 
9250 0.4981 -25.50 302.5 3.09 -28.59 1205 0.0154 4.286 5.544 
12573 0.6836 -25.55 303.4 3.16 -28.72 2264 0.0213 5.743 6.227 
13140 0.7165 -25.60 296.6 3.09 -28.69 2327 0.0223 5.667 6.064 
19279 0.9334 -26.45 302.4 2.20 -28.65 3380 0.0227 5.812 5.908 
18305 0.9258 -25.51 301.2 2.42 -27.93 3048 0.0240 5.737 5.842 
6057 0.1092 -25.52 380.9 2.85 -28.37 584 0.0074 1.838 5.738 
5739 0.0960 -25.53 405.2 3.74 -29.27 585 0.0086 1.970 5.855 
5847 0.0987 -25.53 401.0 3.20 -28.74 567 0.0076 1.882 5.948 
7142 0.3026 -25.53 399.7 3.28 -28.80 714 0.0095 4.544 6.714 
7142 0.3026 -25.53 399.7 3.28 -28.80 714 0.0095 4.544 6.714 
9289 0.5066 -25.49 400.6 2.99 -28.47 984 0.0113 7.565 8.727 
9561 0.5186 -25.53 402.5 2.95 -28.48 998 0.0114 7.810 8.894 
11455 0.6140 -25.56 401.8 3.05 -28.61 1273 0.0142 9.144 9.772 
11279 0.6039 -25.54 403.3 3.08 -28.63 1255 0.0140 9.077 9.727 
12572 0.6962 -25.55 402.0 2.84 -28.39 1388 0.0145 9.695 10.488 
14312 0.7973 -25.64 399.7 2.74 -28.38 1654 0.0159 9.807 10.923 
5287 0.0900 -25.53 299.8 4.77 -30.30 851 0.0137 1.067 4.998 
5558 0.1003 -25.51 302.0 5.23 -30.74 1096 0.0157 1.126 4.823 
8036 0.3023 -25.58 298.3 4.32 -29.90 1635 0.0189 2.626 4.636 
9263 0.4800 -25.55 300.4 3.92 -29.48 1808 0.0197 4.082 5.337 
9553 0.4991 -25.52 298.9 3.89 -29.40 1824 0.0202 4.162 5.374 
5471 0.1015 -25.57 383.7 4.50 -30.08 664 0.0105 1.774 5.631 
5471 0.1015 -25.57 383.7 4.50 -30.08 664 0.0105 1.774 5.631 
5740 0.1008 -25.50 382.3 4.70 -30.19 706 0.0115 1.737 5.741 
5768 0.0915 -25.57 402.9 4.63 -30.20 715 0.0108 1.846 5.841 
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Appendix F: Flow Visualizations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure F.1 Photos of flow for Di ~ 6 mm, Tsat ~ −15 °C, ∆T ~ 3 K, G ~ 200 kg/m2·s. 
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Figure F.2 Photos of flow for Di ~ 6 mm, Tsat ~ −15 °C, ∆T ~ 3 K, G ~ 300 kg/m2·s. 
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Figure F.3 Photos of flow for Di ~ 6 mm, Tsat ~ −15 °C, ∆T ~ 3 K, G ~ 400 kg/m2·s. 
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Figure F.4 Photos of flow for Di ~ 6 mm, Tsat ~ −15 °C, ∆T ~ 6 K, G ~ 200 kg/m2·s. 
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Figure F.5 Photos of flow for Di ~ 6 mm, Tsat ~ −15 °C, ∆T ~ 6 K, G ~ 300 kg/m2·s. 
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Figure F.6 Photos of flow for Di ~ 6 mm, Tsat ~ −15 °C, ∆T ~ 6 K, G ~ 400 kg/m2·s. 
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Appendix G: EES Code 
The following is the equations used in EES to analyze the raw data taken from the data logger. Note that 
the variables “Name$,” “Tube$,” and “D_i” are supplied by a diagram window. 
 
FUNCTION HTC0(HTC) 
 HTC0=HTC 
END 
 
PROCEDURE TUBEPROP(Tube$,D_i$:ID,ID_Sn,OD_Sn,OD,MB$) 
 IF (Tube$='E') THEN 
  IF (D_i$='3') THEN 
   ID=0.00351 
   ID_Sn=0.00434 
   OD_Sn=0.00762 
   OD=0.0096 
   MB$='E_3mm' 
  ELSE 
   ID=0.0626 
   ID_Sn=0.00698 
   OD_Sn=0.00762 
   OD=0.0096 
   MB$='E_6mm' 
  ENDIF 
 ELSE 
  IF (D_i$='3') THEN 
   ID=0.00348 
   ID_Sn=0.005004 
   OD_Sn=0.00762 
   OD=0.0096 
   MB$='S_3mm' 
  ELSE 
   ID=0.00610 
   ID_Sn=0.008 
   OD_Sn=0.008 
   OD=0.0096 
   MB$='S_6mm' 
  ENDIF 
 ENDIF 
END 
 
PROCEDURE INPUT(Name$,MB$,T_OK[1..12]:P_CO2,P_cal_i,T_cal_i,T_ref,T_wall,T_HFE_i,& 
   T_HFE_o,m_dot_CO2,m_dot_HFE,Q_cal,dP_horiz,dP_vert,Wall[1..12]) 
 IF (Name$='Input') THEN 
  P_CO2=Lookup(Name$,1,2) 
  P_cal_i=Lookup(Name$,2,2) 
  T_cal_i=Lookup(Name$,3,2) 
  T_ref=Lookup(Name$,4,2) 
  T_wall=Lookup(Name$,5,2) 
  T_HFE_i=Lookup(Name$,6,2) 
  T_HFE_o=Lookup(Name$,7,2) 
  m_dot_CO2=Lookup(Name$,8,2)/1000 
  m_dot_HFE=Lookup(Name$,9,2)/1000 
  Q_cal=Lookup(Name$,10,2) 
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  dP_horiz=-1 
  dP_vert=-1 
 
  j=1 
  REPEAT 
   Wall[j]=T_wall 
   j=j+1 
  UNTIL (j>12) 
 ELSE 
  P_CO2=0 
  P_cal_i=0 
  T_cal_i=0 
  T_ref=0 
 
  j=1 
  REPEAT 
   Wall[j]=0 
   j=j+1 
  UNTIL (j>12) 
 
  T_HFE_i=0 
  T_HFE_o=0 
  m_dot_CO2=0 
  m_dot_HFE=0 
  Q_cal=0 
  dP_horiz=0 
  dP_vert=0 
 
  i=36 
  REPEAT 
   P_CO2=P_CO2+Lookup(Name$,i,37)*Lookup(MB$,1,37)+& 
         Lookup(MB$,2,37) 
   P_cal_i=P_cal_i+Lookup(Name$,i,37)*Lookup(MB$,1,37)+& 
         Lookup(MB$,2,37) 
   T_cal_i=T_cal_i+Lookup(Name$,i,29)*Lookup(MB$,1,29)+& 
         Lookup(MB$,2,29) 
   T_ref=T_ref+Lookup(Name$,i,4)*Lookup(MB$,1,4)+Lookup(MB$,2,4) 
 
   j=1 
   REPEAT 
    Wall[j]=Wall[j]+Lookup(Name$,i,j+16)*Lookup(MB$,1,j+16)+& 
         Lookup(MB$,2,j+16) 
    j=j+1 
   UNTIL (j>12) 
 
   T_HFE_i=T_HFE_i+Lookup(Name$,i,31)*Lookup(MB$,1,31)+& 
         Lookup(MB$,2,31) 
   T_HFE_o=T_HFE_o+Lookup(Name$,i,32)*Lookup(MB$,1,32)+& 
         Lookup(MB$,2,32) 
   m_dot_CO2=m_dot_CO2+(Lookup(Name$,i,49)*Lookup(MB$,1,49)+& 
         Lookup(MB$,2,49))/1000 
   m_dot_HFE=m_dot_HFE+(Lookup(Name$,i,51)*Lookup(MB$,1,51)+& 
         Lookup(MB$,2,51))/1000 
   Q_cal=Q_cal+Lookup(Name$,i,53)*Lookup(MB$,1,53)+Lookup(MB$,2,53) 
   dP_horiz=dP_horiz+Lookup(Name$,i,48)*Lookup(MB$,1,48)+& 
         Lookup(MB$,2,48) 
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   dP_vert=dP_vert+Lookup(Name$,i,55)*Lookup(MB$,1,55)+& 
         Lookup(MB$,2,55) 
   i=i+1 
  UNTIL (i>155) 
 
  P_CO2=P_CO2/120 
  P_cal_i=P_cal_i/120 
  T_cal_i=T_cal_i/120 
  T_ref=T_ref/120 
 
  j=1 
  REPEAT 
   Wall[j]=Wall[j]/120 
   j=j+1 
  UNTIL (j>12) 
 
  T_HFE_i=T_HFE_i/120 
  T_HFE_o=T_HFE_o/120 
  m_dot_CO2=m_dot_CO2/120 
  m_dot_HFE=m_dot_HFE/120 
  Q_cal=Q_cal/120 
  dP_horiz=dP_horiz/120 
  dP_vert=dP_vert/120 
 
  T_wall=0 
  j=1 
  REPEAT 
   T_wall=T_wall+T_OK[j]*Wall[j] 
   j=j+1 
  UNTIL(j>12) 
  T_wall=T_wall/SUM(T_OK[1..12]) 
 ENDIF 
END 
 
PROCEDURE OUTPUT(HTC,x_avg,T_CO2,G_CO2,DELTAT,T_wall,HTCerr,xerr,Q_HFE,Q_CO2,& 
    Q_conduction,Q_ext_HFE,Q_conduction_far,dP_horiz,dP_vert:flag) 
 flag=0 
 LOOKUP('Output',1,1)=HTC 
 LOOKUP('Output',1,2)=x_avg 
 LOOKUP('Output',1,3)=T_CO2 
 LOOKUP('Output',1,4)=G_CO2 
 LOOKUP('Output',1,5)=DELTAT 
 LOOKUP('Output',1,6)=T_wall 
 LOOKUP('Output',1,7)=HTCerr 
 LOOKUP('Output',1,8)=xerr 
 LOOKUP('Output',1,9)=Q_HFE 
 LOOKUP('Output',1,10)=Q_CO2 
 LOOKUP('Output',1,11)=Q_conduction 
 LOOKUP('Output',1,12)=Q_ext_HFE 
 LOOKUP('Output',1,13)=Q_conduction_far 
 LOOKUP('Output',1,14)=dP_horiz 
 LOOKUP('Output',1,15)=dP_vert 
 flag=1 
END 
 
CALL TUBEPROP(Tube$,D_i$:ID,ID_Sn,OD_Sn,OD,MB$) 
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L_test=0.15 
A_surf=pi*ID*L_test 
A_cross=pi*ID^2/4 
 
CALL INPUT(Name$,MB$,T_OK[1..12]:P_CO2,P_cal_i,T_cal_i,T_ref,T_wall,T_HFE_i,T_HFE_o,& 
    m_dot_CO2,m_dot_HFE,Q_cal,dP_horiz,dP_vert,Wall[1..12]) 
 
T_CO2=TEMPERATURE(CarbonDioxide,P=P_CO2,x=0.5) 
 
hfg=(ENTHALPY(CarbonDioxide,T=T_CO2,x=1)-ENTHALPY(CarbonDioxide,T=T_CO2,x=0))*1000 
 
cp_offset=1.232 
cp_HFE=(cp_offset+0.002*(T_HFE_i+T_HFE_o)/2)*1000 
 
G_CO2=m_dot_CO2/A_cross 
 
UA_cal=0.1923 
UA_pipe=0.1714 
UA_test=0.005061 
 
dTi=T_ref-T_HFE_i 
dTo=T_ref-T_HFE_o 
LMTD_test=(dTi-dTo)/LN(dTi/dTo) 
Q_ext_HFE=UA_test*LMTD_test 
Q_ext_cal=UA_cal*((T_ref-T_cal_i)-(T_ref-T_CO2))/LN((T_ref-T_cal_i)/(T_ref-T_CO2)) 
Q_ext_pipe=UA_pipe*(T_ref-T_CO2) 
Q_conduction=2*phi_out[1] 
 
Q_HFE=m_dot_HFE*cp_HFE*(T_HFE_o-T_HFE_i) 
Q_CO2=Q_HFE-Q_ext_HFE-Q_conduction 
Q_CO2=HTC*A_surf*(T_CO2-T_wall) 
 
Q_cal=m_dot_CO2*(h_i-h_cal_i)-Q_ext_cal-Q_ext_pipe 
h_cal_i=ENTHALPY(CarbonDioxide,T=T_cal_i,P=P_cal_i)*1000 
x_i=QUALITY(CarbonDioxide,h=h_i/1000,P=P_CO2) 
Q_CO2=m_dot_CO2*hfg*(x_i-x_o) 
x_avg=(x_i+x_o)/2 
xerr=(x_i-x_o)/2 
 
DELTAT=T_CO2-T_wall 
 
k_Cu=k_('Copper', (T_wall+T_CO2)/2)  "Thermal conductivity of copper [W/mK]" 
k_Sn=k_('Tin',(T_wall+T_CO2)/2) 
 
A_cs=pi*(OD^2-ID^2)/4    "Tube cross sectional area [m^2]" 
A_Cu=pi*(OD^2-OD_Sn^2)/4+pi*(ID_Sn^2-ID^2)/4 
A_Sn=pi*(OD_Sn^2-ID_Sn^2)/4 
 
(k*A_cs)=(k_Cu*A_Cu)+(k_Sn*A_Sn) 
 
n=100 
T[0]=T_wall     "Wall temperature at x=0 [C]" 
T[n+1]=T_CO2    "Wall temperature = saturation temperature far away" 
 
DELTAX=.001    "Element length [m]" 
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A=DELTAX*pi*ID    "Refrigerant contact area [m^2]" 
 
X[0]=0     "Position of test section [m]" 
X[n+1]=(n+1)*DELTAX*1000 
 
DUPLICATE i=1,n 
 phi_out[i]=k/DELTAX*A_cs*(T[i]-T[i-1]) "Heat out by conduction [W]" 
 phi_in1[i]=k/DELTAX*A_cs*(T[i+1]-T[i]) "Heat in by conduction [W]" 
 phi_in2[i]=HTC0(HTC)*A*(T_CO2-T[i]) "Heat in by convection [W]" 
 phi_out[i]=phi_in1[i]+phi_in2[i]  "Heat balance [W]" 
 X[i]=X[i-1]+DELTAX*1000   "Element distance from test section [mm]" 
END 
 
{m_dot_HFE} dHTC_dX[1]=(1/(A_surf*(T_CO2-T_wall)))*cp_HFE*(T_HFE_o-T_HFE_i) 
{cp_offset} dHTC_dX[2]=(1/(A_surf*(T_CO2-T_wall)))*(1000)*m_dot_HFE*& 
          (T_HFE_o-T_HFE_i) 
{UA_test} dHTC_dX[3]=(1/(A_surf*(T_CO2-T_wall)))*(-LMTD_test) 
{T_HFE_i} dHTC_dX[4]=(1/(A_surf*(T_CO2-T_wall)))*(m_dot_HFE*(1*(T_HFE_i-T_HFE_o)& 
    -cp_HFE)-UA_test*((-1)/(LN(dTi/dTo))+(T_HFE_o-T_HFE_i)*& 
       (-1)/(LN(dTi/dTo))^2*1/(dTi/dTo)*(-1)/dTo)) 
{T_HFE_o} dHTC_dX[5]=(1/(A_surf*(T_CO2-T_wall)))*(m_dot_HFE*(1*& 
    (T_HFE_i-T_HFE_o)+cp_HFE)-UA_test*((1)/(LN(dTi/dTo))+& 
    (T_HFE_o-T_HFE_i)*(-1)/(LN(dTi/dTo))^2*1/(dTi/dTo)*dTi/dTo^2)) 
{T_ref} dHTC_dX[6]=(1/(A_surf*(T_CO2-T_wall)))*(-UA_test)*((T_HFE_o-T_HFE_i)*& 
      (-1)/(LN(dTi/dTo))^2*1/(dTi/dTo)*(1/dTo-dTi/dTo^2)) 
{T_wall} dHTC_dX[7]=2*k/DELTAX*A_cs/(A_surf*(T_CO2-T_wall))+2*k/DELTAX*& 
     A_cs*(T[1]-T_wall)/(A_surf*(T_CO2-T_wall))^2*(-A_surf)-& 
     (Q_HFE-Q_ext_HFE-Q_conduction)/(A_surf*& 
         (T_CO2-T_wall))^2*(-A_surf) 
{P_CO2} dHTC_dX[8]=(2*HTC0(HTC)*A/(A_surf*(T_CO2-T_wall))-& 
     ((Q_HFE-Q_ext_HFE-Q_conduction)/& 
     (A_surf*(T_CO2-T_wall))^2*A_surf))*dT_CO2_dP_CO2 
  dT_CO2_dP_CO2=(TEMPERATURE(CarbonDioxide,P=P_CO2+1,x=0.5)-& 
     TEMPERATURE(CarbonDioxide,P=P_CO2-1,x=0.5))/2 
{k}  dHTC_dX[9]=(-2/DELTAX*A_cs*(T[1]-T_wall))/(A_surf*(T_CO2-T_wall)) 
 
U_X[1]=0.0015*m_dot_HFE 
U_X[2]=0.03705 
U_X[3]=0.0356 
U_X[4]=0.1 
U_X[5]=0.1 
U_X[6]=0.1 
U_X[7]=0.1/(SUM(T_OK[1..12]))^0.5 
U_X[8]=0.002*3446.43 
U_X[9]=0.1*k 
 
HTCerr=(SUM((dHTC_dX[i]*U_X[i])^2,i=1,9))^0.5 
 
Duplicate i=1,9 
 Percent[i]=(dHTC_dX[i]*U_X[i])^2/HTCerr^2*100 
END 
 
Q_conduction_far=phi_in1[n] 
 
CALL OUTPUT(HTC,x_avg,T_CO2,G_CO2,DELTAT,T_wall,HTCerr,xerr,Q_HFE,Q_CO2,& 
    Q_conduction,Q_ext_HFE,Q_conduction_far,dP_horiz,dP_vert:flag) 
